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We study a rational matroid invariant, obtained as the tropicalization of
the Feynman period integral. It equals the volume of the polar of the matroid
polytope and we give efficient formulas for its computation. This invariant
is proven to respect all known identities of Feynman integrals for graphs.
We observe a strong correlation between the tropical and transcendental
integrals, which yields a method to approximate unknown Feynman periods.
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1 Introduction
To a connected graph G with N edges, Kirchhoff [76] attached the graph polynomial
ΨG =
∑
T∈TG
∏
e/∈T
xe ∈ Z[x1, . . . , xN ] (1.1)
given by a sum over the set TG of spanning trees. In the context [12, 87] of perturbative
quantum field theory, the variables xe associated to each edge e are called Schwinger
parameters. The scalar Feynman integral encoded by G contributes the period [9, 80]
P (G) =
(
N−1∏
e=1
∫ ∞
0
dxe
)
1
Ψd/2G
∣∣∣∣∣
xN=1
(1.2)
to the beta function of the field theory in d dimensions of space-time [79, 97, 107].
This integral is well-defined when G is primitive logarithmically divergent (p-log), which
means that ω(G) = 0 and ω(γ) > 0 for every non-empty, proper subgraph γ ⊂ G, where
ω(G) = |G| − d2 · `(G) = # {edges in G} − d2 ·# {loops in G}
is called the superficial degree of convergence of G. For example, the complete graph K4
with |K4| = 6 edges and `(K4) = 3 loops is p-log in d = 4 dimensions. Its period is
P (K4) = P
( )
= 6ζ (3) ≈ 7.21 (1.3)
2
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Figure 1: Two non-isomorphic graphs with the same completion.
in terms of the Riemann zeta function. The transcendental numbers [22, 26, 90] emerging
as periods of graphs are extremely difficult to compute exactly, and even approximations
are very challenging. For most graphs, the periods thus remain unknown.
This complexity stimulates the search for simpler graph invariants, that are easier to
compute, but still capture information about the period [43]. To be meaningful, such
invariants should obey period identities. For example, conformal invariance [21] equates
the periods of the complements G\v and G\w in Figure 1. This completion relation and
the product identity show that
P
( )
= P
( )
= P
( )2
= 36ζ(3)2.
Further relations include planar duality, the twist [97] and the recently discovered Fourier
split [70], which generalizes the uniqueness relations [73]. It is a challenge to construct
non-trivial graph invariants with these symmetries. In fact, apart from the period itself,
only two such invariants had been found so far: the c2 invariant [98] and the (extended)
graph permanent [44, 45].
The c2 invariant is constructed from the point counts of the hypersurface {ΨG = 0} ⊂
FNq over finite fields Fq. It is related to the number theory of the period [26, 27, 29, 90],
but several of the symmetries remain conjectural despite recent progress [54, 55, 118].
For the permanent (of copies of the incidence matrix), the first four symmetries above
are proven. It is not yet clear, however, what the permanent implies for the period.
In this paper, we study a new invariant obtained by a drastic simplification of the
period integral: In the spirit of tropical geometry, replace ΨG by its maximal monomial,
ΨtrG := max
T∈TG
∏
e/∈T
xe. (1.4)
This function is locally just some monomial, but which particular monomial it is depends
on the actual values of the Schwinger parameters. We refer to the corresponding integral
H(G) :=
(
N−1∏
e=1
∫ ∞
0
dxe
)
1
(ΨtrG)d/2
∣∣∣∣∣
xN=1
∈ Q (1.5)
as the Hepp bound, which defines a rational number for each p-log graph. It is indeed a
bound on the period, since we have ΨtrG ≤ ΨG ≤ ΨtrG · |TG| and therefore
H(G) · |TG|−d/2 ≤ P (G) ≤ H(G) . (1.6)
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Hepp [69] used this idea to deduce the convergence of the integral P (G) from a power-
counting argument, by dissecting the integration domain into regions
Dσ =
{
xσ(1) < · · · < xσ(N)
} ⊂ RN+ (1.7)
according to the permutation σ of the edges determined by the order of the Schwinger
parameters. These regions Dσ, called Hepp sectors, have wide applications to renormal-
ization, regularization and asymptotic expansion of Feynman integrals [7, 48, 101, 103].
Symmetries The surprising observation is that the crude bound (1.5) is in fact very
well behaved and closely related to the actual period (1.2). Firstly, we will prove
Theorem 1.1. The Hepp bound respects the five period symmetries from [70, 97].
This suggests that graphs with equal periods might also have the same Hepp bound.
Analogous conjectures were made for the c2 invariant and the permanent mentioned
above. We conjecture that, for the Hepp bound, also the converse is true—at least in
the case of φ4 theory [77]. Concretely, we say that a graph G is in φ4 if it is p-log in
d = 4 dimensions and every vertex has degree at most 4 (for example K4 from before).
More than a thousand φ4 periods are known [90], and they are all in agreement with:
Conjecture 1.2. Two φ4 graphs have equal periods if and only if they have equal Hepp
bounds.
This significant strengthening of Theorem 1.1 is wrong for the c2 invariant and the per-
manent, because there exist pairs of φ4 graphs with the same c2 invariant or permanent,
but whose periods are known and different. There still seems to be a possibility, however,
that c2 and the permanent combined might distinguish periods [44, Appendix A].
The “faithfulness” of the Hepp bound according to Conjecture 1.2 would imply new
relations between yet unknown periods, which are not explained by the five operations
discussed in [70, 97]. The first examples of still unproven, conjectural identities of φ4
periods appear at 8 loops, where in the notation of [97] we find two pairs
H(P8,30\v) = H(P8,36\v) = 17244883 and H(P8,31\v) = H(P8,35\v) = 536760 (1.8)
of graphs with equal Hepp bounds and thus conjecturally equal periods (see Figure 24).
Of these four, only P (P8,31) ≈ 460.09 could be computed exactly in [97]. The combina-
torial origin of the equalities (1.8) is currently not understood.
Hepp–Period correlation For explicit computations of the Hepp bound, the integral
representation (1.5) is not very practical. In Proposition 3.2 we rewrite it as a sum over
flags of bridgeless subgraphs, a generalization of ear decompositions. This formula reads
H(G) =
∑
γ1(···(γ`=G
|γ1| · |γ2 \ γ1| · · · |G \ γ`−1|
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γ`−1)
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Figure 2: The period as a function of the Hepp bound for all φ4 periods at 7 loops, the
dashed line is a power law fit P (G) ≈ 3.96/105 · [H(G)]1.3495. The graphs are
labelled according to [97], see Table 2 for details.
and allows the calculation of H(G) for most graphs of interest. We used it to obtain the
Hepp bounds of all φ4 graphs with `(G) ≤ 11 loops. For example, we find
H(K4) = H
( )
= 84, (1.9)
which should be compared with the much smaller period (1.3). So the Hepp bound is very
crude indeed and it can exceed the period by several orders of magnitude. Surprisingly,
this bound nonetheless allows us to predict the numeric values of periods within a range
of a few percent. Namely, we observe that the period is very strongly correlated with
the Hepp bound, as illustrated in Figure 2. At higher loop orders, a smooth curve
interpolating the known periods then gives estimates for unknown periods.
It is remarkable that the rational number H(G), which is easy to compute for any
graph, gives such a sensitive measure of the intricate period integral P (G). This con-
nection was exploited in [79] to estimate the contributions from higher orders in pertur-
bation theory to a calculation of the beta function in φ4 theory, and we are optimistic
that generalizations and refinements of this method can provide a new approach to the
numeric evaluation of Feynman integrals, efficient even at large loop orders.
Geometry The correlation of H(G) with P (G) is so far an empirical observation, but
it appears to be related to a geometric interpretation of the Hepp bound. The approxi-
mation of Feynman integrals by the method of sector decomposition uses a resolution of
singularities [11] of the graph hypersurface {ΨG = 0}. This is achieved most efficiently
by a triangulation of the normal fan of the Newton polytope of ΨG [18, 72, 95, 101]. It
is also known as the spanning tree polytope of G, and we define it as the convex hull
NG := conv {~vT : T ∈ TG} ⊂ RN (1.10)
of the characteristic vectors ~vT of the spanning trees T , with coordinates ~vT,e = 1 for all
edges e ∈ T in the tree, and ~vT,e = −1 whenever e /∈ T . The polar of this polytope is
N ◦G =
⋂
T∈TG
{~y : ~y ·~vT ≤ 1} ⊂ RN . (1.11)
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Theorem 1.3. For a graph G with N edges that is p-log in d = 4 dimensions, we have
H(G) = (N − 1)! ·Vol (N ◦G ∩ {yN = 0}) . (1.12)
The asymptotic growth of period integrals implies that the volume of the polytope N ◦G
is concentrated on directions near the facet normals ~vT , like a cross-polytope. Dually,
NG behaves like a cube in the sense that its volume is concentrated in the corners.
We show in Lemma 6.23 that the period integral (1.2) can be written as an integral
of a log-concave function over the polytope N ◦G, and argue that this explains at least
qualitatively the correlation between the period and H(G).
An important tool for our proofs of the symmetries is a functional generalization of
the Hepp bound: Instead of the mere number (1.5), we consider the rational function
H(G,~a) :=
(
N−1∏
e=1
∫ ∞
0
xae−1e dxe
)
1
(ΨtrG)d/2
∣∣∣∣∣
xN=1
∈ Q(a1, . . . , aN ) (1.13)
given by the Mellin transform of (ΨtrG)−d/2. This is a well-defined rational function for
arbitrary biconnected graphs, and not just p-log graphs. The period symmetries from
[70, 97] extend to this functional setting, and we prove them in this generality. We exploit
that H(G,~a) is a function with simple poles, located on hyperplanes {~a : ω(γ) = 0} for
suitable graphs γ ⊂ G, where the superficial degree of convergence is the linear function
ω(γ) =
∑
e∈γ
ae − d2 · `(γ).
The Hepp bound has a pole at ω(γ) = 0 precisely when γ and its quotient G/γ are
biconnected. Such subgraphs correspond to a facet of the Newton polytope, and it
factorizes as Nγ×NG/γ ⊂ ∂NG. Generalizing (1.12), the function H(G,~a) is the volume
of the polar of the translated Newton polytope ~a + NG, such that the facets of NG
correspond directly to the poles of the Hepp bound. Hence the residues are products
Res
ω(γ)=0
H(G,~a) = H(γ,~a′) · H(G/γ,~a′′) (1.14)
and separate the dependence on variables ~a′ = (ae)e∈γ associated to the subgraph and
the quotient, ~a′′ = (ae)e∈G\γ . This gives a tool for inductive proofs of identities of
rational functions, similar to the BCFW recursion [19].
The same mechanism of associating rational functions with simple poles and factoriz-
ing residues to polytopes is also used for tree level scattering amplitudes, under the name
canonical forms [3]. In that context, the Mellin variables ae play the role of Mandelstam
invariants obtained from momenta of particles; the factorization above is interpreted as
unitarity, and the fact that only simple poles occur is attributed to locality.
Matroid invariants The Hepp bound (1.13) is not restricted to graphs and extends to
all matroids. In this paper we work in this more general universe, with the sole exception
of three symmetries: completion, twist and Fourier-split are only defined for graphs.
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Our definition of the Hepp bound gives zero whenever a matroid is not connected.
Otherwise, let SM denote the set of submatroids γ (M such that both γ and M/γ are
connected. These γ label the facets of NM , and we will show:
Proposition 1.4. The Hepp bound H(M,~a) of a connected matroid M is a non-zero
rational function with simple poles, precisely on the hypersurfaces ω(γ) = 0 for γ ∈ SM ,
and factorizing residues as in (1.14).
Matroid polytopes have been studied extensively, but little seems to be known about
their polars. Our findings suggest that the volume of the (sliding) polar N ◦M (~a), as a
rational function, is a very interesting matroid invariant. It has a rich structure and it
determines the matroid completely (Remark 2.3). Furthermore, the symmetries of the
Hepp bound show that polar volumes are subject to more identities than the volumes of
the matroid polytopes themselves.
Outline of the paper
This article aims to be broadly accessible and includes relevant definitions and results
from the combinatorial literature. The focus here is on the mathematical properties of
the Hepp bound, but the particle physicist will recognize the motivation and applications.
We give a combinatorial definition of the Hepp bound for arbitrary matroids in sec-
tion 2, which is consistent with the Mellin integral, and obtain its poles and the factor-
ization of residues discussed above. We compute the Hepp bound of uniform matroids,
and illustrate relations to Crapo’s and Derksen’s matroid invariants in subsection 2.7.
The remaining sections are essentially independent of each other: Formulas in terms of
flags of bridgeless submatroids or flats are derived in section 3 and applied to compute
the Hepp bound of all wheel graphs. The five period symmetries are proven for the
Hepp bound in section 4. We report the results for φ4 graphs in section 5, addressing
the correlation with the period and unexplained identities, and we discuss improvements
of the Hepp bound. The convex geometric point of view is worked out in section 6.
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2 Definition and basic properties
Our construction is motivated by the Feynman integrals of perturbative quantum field
theory [23, 87, 104]. The period P (G) defined in (1.2) is only one particular integral
that can be associated to a graph G. More generally, one considers the Mellin transform
P (G,~a) :=
(
N−1∏
e=1
∫ ∞
0
xae−1e dxe
)
1
Ψd/2G
∣∣∣∣∣
xN=1
(2.1)
of Ψ−d/2G as a multivariate function of the variables ~a = (a1, . . . , aN ), which we call
indices. In particle physics, they are the exponents of the momentum space propaga-
tors attached to each edge of the graph. Studying the dependence of (2.1) on ~a has
proven exceptionally fruitful to understand Feynman integrals. For example, difference
equations with respect to the indices are heavily used in practical calculations [33, 66].
The function (2.1) is called the analytically regularized Feynman integral. If the graph
G is biconnected, this integral converges for suitable indices, and it extends to a unique
meromorphic function of the indices, with poles on families of hyperplanes [104].
Example 2.1. The cycle C2 = with two edges (also called “bubble”) has `(C2) = 1
loop and it is p-log when a1, a2 > 0 and d2 = a1 + a2. Since C2 has precisely two
spanning trees {e1} and {e2}, consisting of the individual edges, the graph polynomial
is ΨC2 = x1 + x2. The regularized Feynman integral therefore becomes
P ( ,~a) = ∫ ∞
0
xa1−11 dx1
(x1 + 1)a1+a2
= Γ(a1)Γ(a2)Γ(a1 + a2)
,
which is meromorphic in ~a ∈ C2 with poles on the hyperplanes a1, a2 ∈ Z≤0.
The Hepp bound (1.13) is the variant of (2.1) obtained by replacing the graph poly-
nomial ΨG with its tropical analogue ΨtrG. This yields a rational function of the indices,
which captures precisely the first pole in each family of singularities of P (G,~a).
Example 2.2. The tropical graph polynomial of the bubble is ΨtrC2 = max {x1, x2}.
Whenever both indices are positive, a1 > 0 and a2 > 0, the Hepp bound integral
H( ,~a) = ∫ ∞
0
xa1−11 dx1
(max {x1, 1})a1+a2 =
∫ 1
0
xa1−11 dx1 +
∫ ∞
1
x−a2−11 dx1 =
a1 + a2
a1a2
is absolutely convergent. It has poles at a1 = 0 and a2 = 0, and it can be obtained
formally by replacing each gamma function in P (C2,~a) by its first pole, Γ(s) 7→ 1/s.
The inequality ΨtrG ≤ ΨG ≤ ΨtrG · |TG| underlying (1.6) shows that both Mellin integrals
(1.13) and (2.1) have the same domain of convergence. Outside this domain, the integrals
define the Hepp bound and Feynman integral only indirectly via analytic continuation.
Our first goal is a definition of the Hepp bound as an explicit rational function, valid for
all indices, and without reference to integrals.
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Remark 2.3. If G is biconnected with N ≥ 2 edges, we will see that the Mellin integrals
converge for suitable indices. The inverse Mellin transform (an integral over ~a) then
allows us to recover the function ~x 7→ ΨtrG(~x) from the Hepp bound H(G,~a). Every
spanning tree dictates ΨtrG in some domain of the Schwinger parameters, so we can
obtain the set TG from the tropical graph polynomial. Similarly, we can reverse engineer
the spanning trees from the Feynman integral P (G,~a). This may be illustrated as
H(G,~a)←→ ΨtrG(~x)←→ TG ←→ ΨG(~x)←→ P (G,~a) ,
where each arrow A←→ B indicates that A determines B and vice versa. We see that
the rational function H(G,~a) completely determines the Feynman integral P (G,~a) as a
function of ~a. This does not, however, impinge on Conjecture 1.2, which is a statement
about special values at a1 = · · · = aN = 1.
2.1 Combinatorial definition
We consider arbitrary undirected graphs, which may have multiple edges between the
same pair of vertices, and edges with both endpoints at the same vertex (self-loops) are
also allowed. We write |G| := |EG| for the number of edges, which is often also denoted
by N . The loop number `(G) is the first Betti number of the graph, which is
`(G) = |G| − |VG|+ κ(G) (2.2)
in terms of the number |VG| of vertices and the number κ(G) of connected components.
The superficial degree of convergence of a subgraph γ ⊆ G is the linear function
ω(γ) = ω~a(γ) :=
∑
e∈γ
ae − d2 · `(γ), (2.3)
and we will always impose the condition ω(G) = 0 called ‘logarithmic divergence’. For
graphs with loops, it means that the dimension is determined by the indices as
d = 2a1 + · · ·+ aN
`(G) .
For forests (graphs without loops), the dimension disappears from (2.3) and plays no
role. The condition ω(G) = 0 then imposes the constraint a1 + · · ·+ aN = 0.
Definition 2.4. If G is a graph with N ≥ 1 edges and we are given a permutation σ
of its edges, we denote by Gσk := {σ(1), . . . , σ(k)} the subgraphs formed by the first k
edges in the order σ. The Hepp bound of G is the homogeneous rational function
H(G,~a) :=
∑
σ∈SN
1
ω(Gσ1 ) · · ·ω(GσN−1)
(2.4)
of degree 1−N , obtained by summing over all N ! permutations. For a single edge N = 1,
the empty product in the denominator is defined as unity such that H(G, a1) = 1.
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C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 = D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
Figure 3: The first few cycle/polygon graphs Cn, and the bonds/dipoles/melons Dn.
Example 2.5. For the bubble from Example 2.2, there are only two N ! = 2 permuta-
tions to consider. The graphs G(1,2)1 = {1} and G(2,1)1 = {2} formed by the first edges
have no loops and we recover the result H(C2,~a) = 1a1 + 1a2 from ω({e}) = ae.
Example 2.6. Consider any cycle CN (Figure 3) with unit indices a1 = · · · = aN = 1.
Because every proper subgraph is a forest, we get ω(Gσk) = k in (2.4). So each of the N !
summands contributes 1/(N − 1)! and the total Hepp bound is H(CN ) = N = d/2.
Example 2.7. If G = consists of two isolated edges, we obtain the same expression
1
a1
+ 1a2 from the sum (2.4). But in this case without loops, we consider it as a function
on the hyperplane 0 = ω(G) = a1 + a2 where it vanishes. Hence we find H( ,~a) = 0.
In the same way, we will see later that H(G,~a) = 0 for all forests with N ≥ 2 edges.
The Hepp bound is therefore only really interesting for graphs with loops.
2.2 The Mellin integral
In order to relate Definition 2.4 to the integral (1.13) for arbitrary graphs, we define the
tropical graph polynomial ΨtrG for disconnected graphs similarly as in (1.4), but with a
sum over all spanning forests. In particular, ΨtrG = 1 whenever G is itself a forest.
It follows from (2.2) that the graph polynomial is homogeneous of degree `(G), so
ΨtrG(λx1, . . . , λxN ) = λ`(G) ·ΨtrG
for all positive λ > 0 and ~x ∈ RN+ . The function (ΨtrG)−d/2
∏
e x
ae
e is therefore homoge-
neous of degree ω(G), and the condition ω(G) = 0 ensures that the Mellin integral (1.13)
is in fact an integral over projective space, written in the chart xN = 1. It is therefore
irrelevant which edge we choose to label N , and we can write (1.13) symmetrically as
H(G,~a) =
∫
PG
Ω(~a)
(ΨtrG)d/2
.
The integration domain is the positive orthantPG := {[x1 : · · · : xN ] : x1, . . . , xN > 0} ⊂
RPN−1 inside real projective space, and Ω(~a) denotes the N − 1 form
Ω(~a) :=
(
N∏
e=1
xae−1e
)
N∑
e=1
(−1)e−1xe
∧
f 6=e
dxf . (2.5)
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To compute the integral, we subdivide the domain PG into the Hepp sectors (1.7):
H(G,~a) =
∑
σ∈SN
∫
Dσ
Ω(~a)
(ΨtrG)
d/2 .
Each summand is an integral over the projective simplex with 0 < xσ(1) < · · · < xσ(N).
Hepp noted that within every sector Dσ, there is a unique spanning tree Tσ ∈ TG that
dominates all others, i.e. the function ΨtrG is given by a fixed monomial inside the sector:
ΨtrG(x)
∣∣∣
x∈Dσ
=
∏
e/∈Tσ
xe. (∗)
Indeed, the dominating spanning tree Tσ (or forest, if G is disconnected) is nothing but
the minimum weight spanning tree with respect to the edge weights log xe, and following
Kruskal [82] this spanning tree is uniquely determined by the total order σ of the weights:
Lemma 2.8 (Kruskal’s greedy algorithm). If we are given a total order of the edge
weights, hence a permutation σ ∈ SN of the edges, then the minimum weight spanning
forest Tσ consists of precisely those edges that do not increase the loop number:
Tσ =
{
σ(k) : `(Gσk) = `(Gσk−1)
} ∈ TG.
The edges e /∈ Tσ contributing to the dominating monomial (∗) are therefore precisely
those edges e = σ(k) at which the loop number `(Gσk) = 1 + `(Gσk−1) increases. In the
affine chart xσ(N) = 1, the integral over a Hepp sector can therefore be written as
∫
Dσ
Ω(~a)
(ΨtrG)
d/2 =
∫
0<xσ(1)<···<xσ(N)=1
N−1∏
k=1
x
aσ(k)−1− d2
(
`(Gσk )−`(Gσk−1)
)
σ(k) dxσ(k).
Changing variables to yk = xσ(k)/xσ(k+1), this evaluates to the summand in (2.4):
N−1∏
e=1
∫ 1
0
y
(∑k
i=1 aσ(i)
)
−1− d2 `(Gσk )
k dyk =
1
ω(Gσ1 )· · ·ω(GσN−1)
.
This integral converges precisely when all real parts Reω(Gσ1 ), . . . ,Reω(GσN−1) > 0 are
positive. We can summarize this calculation as follows:
Proposition 2.9. The Mellin integrals (1.13) and (2.1) converge precisely for those
indices ~a ⊂ CN whose real part lies in the open convex polyhedral cone
Θ :=
⋂
∅6=γ(G
{
~a ∈ RN : ω~a(γ) > 0
}
⊆ RN . (2.6)
For such ~a, the Hepp bound integral (1.13) coincides with the function in Definition 2.4.
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The characterization of the convergence of Feynman integrals in terms of power count-
ing conditions ω(γ) > 0 is fundamental for renormalization in physics [57, 115]. Many
of these constraints are redundant, however. The independent constraints are given in
(2.20); for more general Feynman integrals with kinematics see [104, 105].
In the sequel we will mostly use the combinatorial formula (2.4), which allows us to
ignore questions of convergence. However, the convergence domain Θ is non-empty in
all cases of interest (Lemma 2.16), and we may thus use the Mellin integral freely.
Example 2.10. We compute the Hepp bound of the cycle graph CN as a function of
the indices. Its N spanning trees are the edge complements T = CN \ {e} and thus
Ψtr = max {x1, . . . , xN}. The integral over the domain where Ψtr = xk is maximal gives
∫
Ψtr=xk
Ω(~a)
(Ψtr)d/2
=
∏
e 6=k
∫ xk
0
xae−1e dxe
 xak−1k
x
d/2
k
∣∣∣∣
xk=1
=
∏
e 6=k
1
ae
,
computed in the chart xk = 1. Adding all these contributions, we find in generalization
of Example 2.2 and Example 2.6 that the full Hepp bound function is given by
H(CN ,~a) = a1 + · · ·+ aN
a1 · · · aN =
d/2
a1 · · · aN . (2.7)
2.3 Matroids
The Hepp bound depends only on the set of spanning trees, so it is not sensitive to the
full combinatorial structure of a graph. This suggests a generalization, and indeed the
weaker notion of a matroid is sufficient. We use standard terminology as in [88].
A matroid M = (EM , IM ) consists of a ground set EM and a non-empty family IM
of subsets of EM , called the independent sets, such that
1. Every subset δ ⊂ γ of an independent set γ ∈ IM is independent: δ ∈ IM .
2. If δ, γ ∈ IM are independent and |δ| < |γ|, then we can find an element e ∈ γ \ δ
such that δ ∪ {e} ∈ IM is independent.
Example 2.11. Every graph defines the cycle matroid M(G) = (EG, IG) on the edges
EG as ground set [88, 111]. Its independent sets IG = {γ ⊆ EG : `(γ) = 0} are the forests
(loopless subgraphs) of G. It is well understood when two graphs share isomorphic cycle
matroids [108, 117], and this is exploited in practical calculations [114].
Matroids that come from graphs in this way are called graphic, and most matroids are
not graphic. Even non-graphic matroids do arise in Feynman integral calculations [81].
Example 2.12. The uniform matroid U rn with rank 0 ≤ r ≤ n is defined on the ground
set {1, . . . , n} and its independent subsets are precisely all subsets of size at most r.
The extremes Unn and U0n are the cycle matroids of forests and collections of self-loops,
respectively. The only other graphic uniform matroids are the cycles Un−1n ∼= M(Cn)
and the bonds (also called dipoles) U1n ∼=M(Dn) illustrated in Figure 3.
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The maximal independent sets BM ⊆ IM of a matroid are called its bases, and in
the case of the cycle matroid the bases are precisely the spanning trees. The (tropical)
graph polynomial therefore generalizes naturally to the (tropical) matroid polynomial1
ΨM :=
∑
T∈BM
∏
e/∈T
xe and ΨtrM := max
T∈BM
∏
e/∈T
xe, (2.8)
and the Mellin integral (1.13) may thus be considered for an arbitrary matroid. We can
also extend the combinatorial Definition 2.4 to all matroids: The rank of a submatroid
γ ⊆ EM is the maximal size of an independent set contained in it,
rk(γ) = max
F∈IM ,F⊆γ
|F | .
The surplus of edges is the corank `(γ) := |Eγ | − rk(γ), and in the case of a graphic
matroid it is precisely the loop number (2.2). Using the corank, the superficial degree of
convergence (2.3) defines a linear function ω(γ) for each submatroid, and so (2.4) defines
the Hepp bound for all matroids.
Example 2.13. The uniform matroid M = U rn with rank 0 < r < n has ` = n − r
loops, such that d2 =
n
` for unit indices a1 = · · · = an = 1. Every subset γ ⊂ U rn with
k = |γ| ≤ r elements has rank k, and for k > r, the rank of γ is r. Every permutation
of the edges therefore produces the same sequence of superficial degrees of convergence,
ω(Mσk ) =
{
k for 1 ≤ k ≤ r and
k − (k − r)n` = (n− k) r` for r < k < n.
Therefore the Hepp bound of the uniform matroid with unit indices is given by
H(U rn) =
n!
(r − 1)!`!
(
`
r
)`
. (2.9)
This reproduces the cycles H(Cn) = H
(
Un−1n
)
= n from Example 2.6. For the smallest
non-graphic matroid we get H(U24 ) = 12.
Remark 2.14. The uniform matroid is the unique minimizer of the Hepp bound among all
matroids of fixed rank and size: If M has n elements and rank r, then H(M) ≥ H(U rn),
with equality if and only if M ∼= U rn. This follows from BM ⊆ BUrn and (2.8).
Almost all results in this paper apply to arbitrary matroids; in fact, the only exception
are the completion and twist symmetries in section 4, which we only define for graphs.
In particular, the compatibility of the Mellin integral and the combinatorial definition
as stated in Proposition 2.9 holds for arbitrary matroids. This hinges on the fact that
the greedy algorithm from Lemma 2.8 works for arbitrary matroids [58].
We find it convenient, however, to use graph-inspired notation. We refer to the ele-
ments e ∈ EM of the ground set as edges and denote bases by T ∈ BM . We also write
e ∈M for e ∈ EM and more generally we denote submatroids as γ ⊆M . The number of
edges is N = |M | = |EM |, and we write the group of permutations of the edges as SM .
1Graph polynomials can also be interpreted as configuration polynomials [51, 91]. Applied to matroids,
these polynomials are typically not unique and different from (2.8); they agree only for regular
matroids. It not clear if a sensible Hepp bound can be defined for configuration polynomials.
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2.4 Convergence
Definition 2.15. The direct sum of two matroids A and B is the matroid M = A⊕B
on the disjoint union EM = EA unionsqEB such that a subset γ ⊆M is independent precisely
when γ ∩ A and γ ∩ B are independent in A and B, respectively. A matroid M is
disconnected if it can be written as a direct sum of two non-empty, proper submatroids.
If no such decomposition exists, M is connected.
For example, note that the uniform matroid Unn ∼= (U11 )⊕n of a forest is a direct sum
of n copies of the single edge U11 =M( ). Similarly, we have U0n ∼= (U01 )⊕n for a union
of self-loops U01 ∼= M( ). Both matroids U0n and Unn are therefore disconnected when
n ≥ 2. All other uniform matroids U rn (0 < r < n) are connected.
Lemma 2.16. The convergence domain Θ of the Mellin integral (1.13) for a matroid,
given by (2.6), is non-empty precisely when the matroid is connected.
Proof. If M is disconnected, let M ∼= A⊕B with non-empty A,B (M . Since `(M) =
`(A) + `(B), we note 0 = ω(M) = ω(A) +ω(B), so at least one of ω(A) and ω(B) is not
positive. This implies Θ = ∅. Now assume that M is connected, and consider the vector
~o :=
∑
T∈BM
~eT c =
∑
i∈M
~ei · |{T ∈ BM : i /∈ T}| .
Its entries sum to |BM | `(M) because |T c| = `(M), and so ω~o(M) = 0 in d = 2 |BM |
dimensions. For a subset γ ⊆M , recall that maxT |γ ∩ T | = rk(γ) = |γ| − `(γ). Hence
ω~o(γ) =
∑
T∈BM
|γ \ T | − |BM | `(γ) =
∑
T∈BM
(rk γ − |γ ∩ T |) ≥ 0
and equality holds only if |γ ∩ T | = rk(γ) for every basis T . But in this situation we get
|γc ∩ T | = |T |− |γ ∩ T | = rk(M)− rk(γ) for all bases, such that rk(γc) = rk(M)− rk(γ),
which implies that M = γ⊕ γc. Since M is connected, this is impossible unless γ = ∅ or
γ = M . We conclude that we have the strict inequality ω~o(γ) > 0 for all ∅ 6= γ (M .
The connectedness of a graph G is not the same as connectedness of the cycle matroid.
For instance, adding an isolated vertex disconnects a graph, but does not changeM(G);
and a tree with ≥ 2 edges is a connected graph with disconnected cycle matroid.
Definition 2.17. A separation of a graph G is a partition EG = AunionsqB of its edges into
two non-empty sets, which meet in at most one vertex (see Figure 4). We call G separable
if a separation exists; otherwise, we say G is nonseparable. A graph is biconnected if it
is connected (as a graph) and still remains connected after deleting any vertex.
A graph G is nonseparable if and only if it is either a graph with at most one edge,
or a union of isolated vertices and one biconnected component without self-loops. This
characterizes graphs with connected cycle matroids [88, Proposition 4.1.7]:
Lemma 2.18. The cycle matroidM(G) is disconnected if and only if G is separable.
For physical applications, we are therefore only interested in biconnected graphs with
N ≥ 2 edges and no self-loops. Such graphs are necessarily 2-edge connected (bridgeless),
referred to as “one-particle irreducible” (1PI) in field theory (see subsection 3.1).
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Figure 4: A separation can be disconnected in the graph sense (far left) or meet in a
single vertex (called articulation point, left). Special instances are bridges
(centre) including the case B ∼= (right), and self-loops B ∼= (far right).
2.5 Zeroes and shuffles
If a matroid M is connected, Lemma 2.16 shows that there exist points ~o ∈ Θ 6= ∅ for
which the integral (1.13) converges (Proposition 2.9). Since the integrand is positive, the
corresponding values of the Hepp bound H(M,~o) > 0 are also positive. In particular,
the rational function H(M,~a) from (2.4) is non-zero.
For disconnected M , the Mellin integral does not make sense (Θ = ∅). In this case,
the Hepp bound is the zero function:
Theorem 2.19. The rational function H(M,~a) defined in (2.4) is identically zero on
the space {ω~a(G) = 0} if and only if the matroid M is disconnected.
Corollary 2.20. The Hepp bound of a loopless matroid (forest) is constant: For a single
edge, H(M,a1) = 1, and H(M,~a) = 0 for |M | ≥ 2 edges. This generalizes Example 2.7.
The vanishing H(M,~a) = 0 of (2.7) in zero dimensions is thus a general fact:
Corollary 2.21. If M has at least two edges, then its Hepp bound vanishes at d = 0.
Proof. In zero dimensions, ω(γ) = ∑e∈γ ae is blind to the structure of the graph and
the same as if M were a forest.
To prove Theorem 2.19, we exploit a property of the rational functions
χˇ(s1, . . . , sN ) :=
1
s1(s1 + s2) · · · (s1 + · · ·+ sN−1) ∈ Q(s1, . . . , sN ) (2.10)
that furnish the summand of (2.4): If ∆σω = 〈∆σ1ω, . . . ,∆σNω〉 denotes the increments
∆σkω := ω(Mσk )− ω(Mσk−1) =
{
aσ(k) if `(Mσk ) = `(Mσk−1) and
aσ(k) − d2 if `(Mσk ) = 1 + `(Mσk−1)
of the superficial degree of convergence, then the Hepp bound is precisely ∑σ χˇ(∆σω).
This sum vanishes for the 2-forest in Example 2.7 due to s1+s2 = 0 and the factorization
χˇ(s1, s2) + χˇ(s2, s1) =
1
s1
+ 1
s2
= s1 + s2
s1s2
. (∗)
To state and generalize such identities, it is convenient to extend (2.10) linearly and to
view it as a function χˇ : Z 〈S〉 −→ Q(S) on the space of all finite linear combinations
Z 〈S〉 = Z⊕
⊕
k≥1
⊕
s1,...,sk∈S
Z〈s1, . . . , sk〉
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of words 〈s1, . . . , sk〉 in the letters S = {ae, ae − d2 : 1 ≤ e ≤ N}. We set χˇ(〈〉) := 0 for
the empty word k = 0. The left side of (∗) can now be written as χˇ(〈s1, s2〉+ 〈s2, s1〉).
Definition 2.22. The (n,m)-shuffles Sn,m are those permutations σ ∈ Sn+m that
maintain the order among the first n elements and also among the last m elements such
that σ−1(1) < · · · < σ−1(n) and σ−1(n+ 1) < · · · < σ−1(n+m). The shuffle product of
two words is 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 〈sn+1, . . . , sn+m〉 = ∑σ∈Sn,m〈sσ(1), . . . , sσ(n+m)〉.
Lemma 2.23. For a word w = 〈s1, . . . , sk〉, let |w| := s1 + · · · + sk denote the sum of
its letters. If v and w are two non-empty words with |v|+ |w| = 0, then χˇ(v w) = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.19. The loop number of a direct sum M = A ⊕ B is additive: For
any submatroid γ ⊆M , we have `(γ) = `(γ ∩A) + `(γ ∩B) and therefore also
ω(γ) = ω(γ ∩A) + ω(γ ∩B).
So if the edge σ(k) of a permutation σ of M belongs to A, then the increment ∆σkω
depends only on the set Mσk ∩A. Let {i1 < · · · < in} = σ−1(A) denote the places where
A appears in σ, and write α = (σ(i1), . . . , σ(in)) ∈ SA for the total order induced on A.
In the same way, σ determines a permutation β = (σ(j1), . . . , σ(jm)) ∈ SB. Then
∆σikω = ∆
α
kω (for 1 ≤ k ≤ n) and ∆σjkω = ∆βkω (for 1 ≤ k ≤ m)
show that the increment word ∆σω is an (n,m)-shuffle of the increments ∆αω and ∆βω.
Summing over all α and β, and applying χˇ, we conclude that
H(M,~a) =
∑
σ∈SM
χˇ(∆σω) =
∑
α∈SA
∑
β∈SB
χˇ
(
∆αω∆βω
)
= 0
due to ω(M) = 0 and Lemma 2.23. This shows that disconnectedness is sufficient to
ensure H(M,~a) = 0. For connected M , however, H(M,~a) cannot be identically zero,
because it takes positive values on Θ, which is a non-empty set due to Lemma 2.16.
Observe that χˇ(s1, . . . , sN ) does not depend on the last letter sN . We define the linear
map χ : Z 〈S〉 −→ Q(S) by adding one more denominator to (2.10),
χ(s1, . . . , sk) :=
1
s1(s1 + s2) · · · (s1 + · · ·+ sk) ∈ Q(s1, . . . , sk) (2.11)
for all k ≥ 1 and setting χ(〈〉) := 1 for the empty word. We think of χˇ as the residue of
χ when all letters sum to zero, and we will frequently use the relations
χˇ(s1, . . . , sk) = χ(s1, . . . , sk−1) = (s1 + · · ·+ sk)χ(s1, . . . , sk).
They translate (∗) into χ(〈s1〉 〈s2〉) = 1s1(s1+s2) + 1s2(s1+s2) = 1s1s2 = χ(s1)χ(s2), and
the generalization of this identity to all shuffle products will be very useful.
Proposition 2.24. The map χ is multiplicative: For arbitrary words a and b, we have
χ(a b) = χ(a)χ(b). (2.12)
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Proof. The claim is trivial when a or b are the empty word, so we proceed by induction
on the lengths of the words. For letters α and β, the shuffle product solves the recursion
aα bβ = (aα b)β + (a bβ)α, because the final letter must be either α or β. Thus,
χ(aα bβ) = χ(a bβ) + χ(aα b)|a|+ α+ |b|+ β =
χ(a)χ(bβ) + χ(aα)χ(b)
|a|+ α+ |b|+ β
where |a| denotes the sum of all letters in a. The second step invokes the claim for shorter
words than on the left. Now expand χ(aα) = (|a|+α)χ(a) and χ(bβ) = (|b|+β)χ(β).
Proof of Lemma 2.23. The general identity χˇ(a  b) = (|a| + |b|)χ(a)χ(b) of rational
functions in the letters of a and b follows from (2.12). Take the limit |a|+ |b| → 0.
Remark 2.25. The property (2.12) is called symmetral in the language of moulds [32,
Example 3.2 and Section A.3], and the proof above was given in [42, Lemme II.38].
Parke–Taylor factors fulfil a closely related identity [4, Equation (3.15)] underlying the
Kleiss–Kuijf relations [50, 78], see [84, Section 4.1].
As a further application of the multiplicativity of χ, we compute the Hepp bound of
all uniform matroids for arbitrary indices. This generalizes Example 2.13 and (2.7). Let
S〈s1, . . . , sn〉 := (−1)n〈sn, . . . , s1〉
denote the antipode of the shuffle algebra, with S(Sw) = w and S(v w) = (Sv)(Sw).
Lemma 2.26. When the letters of a word w sum to zero, |w| = 0, then χˇ(w) = −χˇ(Sw).
More explicitly, under the constraint that s1 + · · ·+ sn = 0, we have the identity
χˇ(s1, . . . , sn) = −(−1)nχˇ(sn, . . . , s1) = (−1)n−1χ(sn, . . . , s2). (2.13)
Proof. The recursion Sw = −w−∑n−1k=1〈s1, . . . , sk〉 S〈sk+1, . . . , sn〉 for the antipode is
well known. The shuffle products cancel due to Lemma 2.23.
Proposition 2.27. The Hepp bound of a uniform matroid U rn with rank 0 < r < n can
be computed as a sum over all subsets of size r: Let aγ :=
∑
e∈γ
ae and aγ :=
∏
e∈γ
ae, then
H(U rn,~a) =
∑
γ⊂{1,...,n}
|γ|=r
aγ
aγ
∏
e/∈γ(d2 − ae)
. (2.14)
Proof. Recall that every flag Mσ• has the same rank sequence, and the increments are
∆σω = 〈aσ(1), . . . , aσ(r), aσ(r+1) − d2 , . . . , aσ(n) − d2〉.
Consider any submatroid γ of U rn with r elements; note that γ ∼= U rr is a forest with
ω(γ) = aγ . The flags through γ = Mσr = {σ(1), . . . , σ(r)} are in bijection with pairs of
permutations (σ|γ , σ|M\γ) of γ and its complement. The sum of all these pairs adds∑
σ : Mσr =γ
χˇ(∆σω) = χ
(

e∈γ
〈ae〉
)
· aγ · χˇ
(
〈aγ〉
[

e/∈γ
〈ae − d2〉
])
to the Hepp bound. The first term on the right is 1/aγ by (2.12). With (2.13) we rewrite
the last term as (−1)n−rχ(e/∈γ〈ae − d2〉) and apply the multiplicativity once more.
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G = ⊃ γ = 7→ G/γ =
Figure 5: A subgraph γ ⊂ G with three non-trivial connected components. In the quo-
tient, these components correspond to the highlighted vertices.
In the special case of cycles Un−1n ∼= M(Cn), the sum goes over edge complements
γ = {1, . . . , n} \ {e}. Since 0 = ω(Cn) = aγ + ae − d/2, the summand simplifies to 1/aγ
and we recover (2.7). Analogously, the Hepp bound of a bond U1n ∼=M(Dn) becomes
H(Dn,~a) = d/2(d/2− a1) · · · (d/2− an) . (2.15)
2.6 Poles and factorizations
Lemma 2.28. The singularities of the Hepp bound of a matroid M are a subset of the
hyperplanes {ω(γ) = 0} where ∅ 6= γ (M . All poles are simple.
Proof. If M is a forest, then there are no poles due to Corollary 2.20, so let `(M) > 0.
By Definition 2.4 the first claim is obvious. For all summands σ of (2.4), the linear map
CN 3 (a1, . . . , aN ) 7→ (ω(Mσ1 ), . . . , ω(MσN−1), d) ∈ CN
has inverse aσ(k) = ω(Mσk )−ω(Mσk−1)+ d2(`(Mσk )−`(Mσk−1)), where ω(Mσ0 ) = `(Mσ0 ) = 0
for k = 1 and ω(MσN ) = 0 at k = N . All factors in the denominator of the summand σ
are therefore independent coordinates on CN .
Most of these potential poles are actually absent due to cancellations in the sum (2.4).
The residues can be expressed in terms of sub- and quotient matroids.
Definition 2.29. The quotient (contraction) of a matroid M by a subset γ ⊆M is the
matroid M/γ on the complement EM/γ = EM \ γ such that every δ ⊆ EM/γ has corank
`M/γ(δ) = `(δ ∪ γ)− `(γ). (2.16)
Example 2.30. Given a graph G and a subgraph γ, the quotient graph G/γ is obtained
by contracting each connected component of γ to a single vertex (see Figure 5). This
construction computes the matroid quotient: M(G)/M(γ) ∼=M(G/γ).
Proposition 2.31. Given a connected matroid M and a submatroid ∅ 6= γ ( M , let
~aγ = (ae)e∈γ denote only those indices that belong to γ, and write ~aγc = (ae)e/∈γ for the
rest such that ~a = (~aγ ,~aγc). Then the residue of the Hepp bound at ω(γ) = 0 factorizes:
Res
ω(γ)=0
H(M,~aγ ,~aγc) = H(γ,~aγ)H(M/γ,~aγc) . (2.17)
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Proof. Note that |M | ≥ 2, so we must have `(M) ≥ 1 forM to be connected. The linear
function `(M)ω(γ) = ~a ·~c of ~a has exactly two different coefficients, ce = `(M)− `(γ) for
e ∈ γ and ce = −`(γ) when e /∈ γ. Only one other submatroid yields the same partition,
namely the complement γc = M \γ. But ω(γ) and ω(γc) are linearly independent, since
det
(
`(M)− `(γ) −`(γ)
−`(γc) `(M)− `(γc)
)
= `(M)
[
`(M)− `(γ)− `(γc)] 6= 0
because `(M) = `(γ) + `(γc) would imply that M ∼= γ ⊕ γc is disconnected. It follows
that a summand σ in (2.4) is singular on ω(γ) = 0 only if its flag goes through γ = Mσk
at k = |γ|. So α := σ|{1,...,k} is a permutation of γ, and we can view β := σ|{k+1,...,N} as
a permutation of the quotient Q := M/γ. We can therefore write
Res
ω(γ)=0
H(M,~a) = Res
ω(γ)=0
( ∑
α∈Sγ
χˇ(∆αω)
) 1
ω(γ)
( ∑
β∈SQ
N−k−1∏
i=1
1
ω(γ) + ω(Qβi )
)
because we have ω(Mσk+i) = ω(γ)+ω(Q
β
i ) due to (2.16). The sum over α gives H(γ,~aγ),
and similarly we get H(Q,~aQ) from the sum over β, since ω(γ) = 0 on the pole.
Remark 2.32. Formula (2.17) is wrong for disconnected matroids. The forest G = has
a subgraph γ = {1} ∼= with quotient {2} ∼= . The right hand side of (2.17) gives 1
for the residue of H(G,~a) = 0 at ω(γ) = a1 = 0. This contradiction arises because also
the subgraph γ = {2} gives vanishing ω({2}) = 0 on ω(γ) = 0, since 0 = ω(G) = a1 +a2.
Corollary 2.33. If M is a connected matroid with at least two edges, and e ∈M , then
Res
ae=0
H(M,~a, ae) = H(M/e,~a) and Res
ae=d/2
H(M,~a, ae) = H(M \ e,~a) . (2.18)
Proof. Since M is connected, e is not a self-loop and thus ω({e}) = ae. This proves the
first claim, because H({e} , ae) = 1. Similarly, e cannot be a bridge, so we must have
`(M \e) = `(M)−1 and therefore ω(M \e) = ω(M)+d/2−ae. Now use ω(M) = 0.
This yields another proof of one half of Theorem 2.19, namely that, ifM is connected,
then H(M,~a) is not the zero function. We use the following fact:
Lemma 2.34 ([112, Claim 6.5]). If a connected matroid M and an edge e ∈ M are
given, then at least one of M \ e and M/e is also connected.
Corollary 2.35. If M is a connected matroid with at least one edge, then H(M,~a) 6= 0.
Proof. The case |M | = 1 of a single edge is H(M,a1) = 1 6= 0. We proceed by induction
over the number of edges. Suppose |M | ≥ 2 and pick any e ∈ M . If M/e is connected,
then we know by induction that H(M/e,~a) 6= 0. If M \ e is connected, we may similarly
assume that H(M \ e,~a) 6= 0. In both cases, (2.18) shows that the Hepp bound of M
cannot be the zero function, because it has a non-vanishing residue.
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Corollary 2.36. The Hepp bound of a connected matroid M has a pole on the hyper-
surface ω(γ) = 0 if, and only if, both γ and its quotient M/γ are connected.
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.19 to the right-hand side of (2.17).
Together with Lemma 2.28, this completely characterizes the poles of the Hepp bound:
Definition 2.37. Given a connected matroid M , a singularity of M is a non-empty
submatroid γ (M such that γ and M/γ are connected. We denote them as the set
SM := {∅ 6= γ (M : γ and M/γ are connected} . (2.19)
Corollary 2.38. The Hepp bound of a connected matroid M is a non-zero rational
function with simple poles, precisely on the hypersurfaces ω(γ) = 0 for γ ∈ SM .
Example 2.39. All submatroids and quotients of U rn are themselves uniform: If γ ⊆ U rn
has k = |γ| ≤ r elements, then γ ∼= Ukk ∼= (U11 )⊕k; if k ≥ r, then γ ∼= U rk . The respective
quotients are U rn/Ukk ∼= U r−kn−k and U rn/U rk ∼= U0n−k ∼= (U01 )⊕(n−k). So only individual edges
{e} and their complements {e}c = {1, . . . , n} \ {e} are singular, such that
SUrn = {{e} , {e}c : 1 ≤ e ≤ n} if we assume 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 2.
The 2n residues on ae = 0 and ae = d/2 in (2.18) are therefore non-zero, and these
poles of H(U rn,~a) align perfectly with the denominators in the formula (2.14). In the
case r = n− 1 of cycles Un−1n ∼=M(Cn), the edge complements Cn \ {e} ∼= Pn are paths
and therefore disconnected as matroids, {e}c ∼= Un−1n−1 ∼= (U11 )⊕(n−1). Therefore,
SUn−1n = {{e} : 1 ≤ e ≤ n}
shows that H(Cn,~a) only has the poles on ae = 0, as is obvious from (2.7). For a bond
U1n
∼=M(Dn), edges have disconnected quotients U1n/ {e} ∼= (U01 )⊕(n−1) and SU1n consists
only of the n complements {e}c. Indeed, we only see poles at ae = d/2 in (2.15).
The precise knowledge of the singularities of the Hepp bound also tells us the facets
of the convergence cone Θ from (2.6). If ω~a(γ) > 0 for all singular γ ∈ SM , then the
Hepp bound is finite for these indices ~a. Approaching the boundary ∂Θ where the Mellin
integral (1.13) diverges therefore implies that ω~a(γ)→ 0 for at least one singular γ.
Corollary 2.40. The convergence domain of a connected matroid M is equal to the
following intersection of half-spaces, and none of these inequalities is redundant:
Θ =
⋂
γ∈SM
{
~a ∈ RN : ω~a(γ) > 0
}
⊆ RN . (2.20)
This amounts to a well-known description of matroid polytopes, see Corollary 6.11.
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2.7 Other matroid invariants
As explained in Remark 2.3, we can recover a connected matroid M from H(M,~a). In
principle, every invariant of M can therefore be calculated from its Hepp bound; but
in practice it may not be obvious how to achieve this efficiently. It seems worthwhile,
then, to identify the aspects of the function H(M,~a) that are encoded in other matroid
invariants, and to exhibit their connection as explicitly as possible. We merely sketch a
glimpse here and limit our discussion to the invariants of Crapo and Derksen.
Recall that the increments of the superficial degree of convergence associate a sum
Φ(M) :=
∑
σ∈SM
∆σω ∈ Z〈ae, ae − d2 : e ∈M〉
of words with letters of the form ae and ae − d/2 to every matroid. To obtain the Hepp
bound, we apply the map χˇ or χ from (2.10) and (2.11) to this sum,
H(M,~a) = Res
ω(M)=0
χ(Φ(M)) = χˇ(Φ(M))|ω(M)=0.
If we set all indices to ae = 1, then the words in Φ(M) contain only two letters, 〈1〉 and
〈1− d/2〉. This specializes at d = 2 to the invariant studied by Derksen [52],
G (M) :=
∑
σ∈SM
〈rk(Mσ1 ), rk(Mσ2 )− rk(Mσ1 ), . . .〉 ∈ Z 〈0, 1〉 (2.21)
which is universal for valuative matroid invariants [53] with values in Q. It thus deter-
mines several other matroid invariants, like the Tutte polynomial [41], however it cannot
distinguish all non-isomorphic matroids [52, Example 3.5]. It is thus impossible to re-
construct the full Hepp bound function H(M,~a) from G (M), but, whenever defined, we
find the special value H(M) at unit indices ae = 1.
Example 2.41. Every order on the uniform matroid U rn yields the same rank sequence:
G (U rn) = n! 〈1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−r
〉.
Example 2.42. Consider the complete graphK4. The first 3 edges γ = {σ(1), σ(2), σ(3)}
of any permutation σ ∈ S6 either form one of the 4 triangles γ ∼= C3, or one of the
|TK4 | = 16 spanning trees. The corresponding rank increments are 〈1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0〉 and
〈1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0〉, respectively. Each of these appears 3! · 3! times for each fixed γ, because
the edges of γ and its complement may be permuted arbitrarily, and we conclude
G
( )
= 144 〈1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0〉+ 576 〈1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0〉.
Lemma 2.43. If the Hepp bound (2.4) is defined for unit indices, then it can be obtained
as H(M) = h(G (M)) from Derksen’s invariant, via a linear map h defined on words as
h(〈r1, . . . , rn〉) :=
n−1∏
k=1
1
k − d2
∑
1≤j≤k(1− rj)
where d2
:= n∑n
k=1(1− rk)
.
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Proof. With rk = rk(Mσk )− rk(Mσk−1) we get `(Mσk ) = k− rk(Mσk ) = k− (r1 + · · ·+ rk),
such that ω(Mσk ) = k − d2
∑k
j=1(1− rj) in (2.4).
Example 2.44. From h(1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) = 1/4 and h(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) = 1/12 we infer that
H(K4) = h(G (K4)) = 144/4 + 576/12 = 84 as claimed in (1.9).
Crapo [40] defined a non-negative integer β (M) ∈ Z≥0 for every matroid M as
β (M) = (−1)rk(M)
∑
γ⊆M
(−1)|γ| rk(γ). (2.22)
This is the coefficient of x in the Tutte polynomial TM (x, y) and it also appears as the
first coefficient of Speyer’s invariant [106]. Some of its remarkable properties are:
1. WhenM has at least two edges, then β (M) = 0 precisely whenM is disconnected.
2. If M has at least two edges and M? denotes its dual, then β (M?) = β (M).
3. For a 2-sum (see Definition 4.8), β (A e⊕f B) = β (A)β (B) is multiplicative [30].
We already saw that the Hepp bound shares the same vanishing property, and section 4
proves that it also behaves in the same way for duals and 2-sums. This very close analogy
suggests that Crapo’s invariant is a special value of the Hepp bound, and indeed it is.
Lemma 2.45. The Hepp bound of a connected matroid M on N ≥ 2 edges vanishes to
first order on the hyperplane {a1 + · · ·+ aN = 0} where d = 0. Concretely, assume that
ω(γ)→∑e∈γ ae 6= 0 stays non-zero in the limit d→ 0, for all non-empty γ (M . Then
H(M,~a) = d/2
a1 · · · aN (−1)
`(M)+1β (M) +O(d2) as d→ 0. (2.23)
Proof. Since aγ :=
∑
e∈γ ae 6= 0, we may expand 1/ω(γ) = 1/aγ + d2`(γ)/a2γ +O(d2) for
small d. The Hepp bound (2.4) thus becomes
H(M,~a) =
∑
σ∈SM
χˇ(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(N))
{
1 + d2
N−1∑
k=1
`({Mσk })
aMσ
k
}
+O(d2).
Because of a1 + · · ·+ aN = d2`(M) and (2.12), the first summand in braces gives∑
σ∈SM
(aσ(1) + · · ·+aσ(N))χ(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(N)) =
d
2`(M)χ(〈a1〉 . . . 〈aN 〉) =
d
2
`(M)
a1 · · · aN .
We group the remaining summands in braces by the submatroidMσk . To obtainMσk = γ,
the first k = |γ| elements of σ must form a permutation τ of γ, and the remaining N −k
edges ρ permute the complement M \ γ. All these contributions can thus be written as
d
2`(γ)
∑
τ∈Sγ
χ(aτ(1), . . . , aτ(k))
∑
ρ∈SM\γ
χˇ(aγ , aρ(1), . . . , aρ(N−k)).
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The sum over τ is a shuffle product and equals 1/(∏e∈γ ae) according to (2.12). For τ ,
we use the antipode (2.13) to rewrite the summand as (−1)N−kχ(aρ(N−k), . . . , aρ(1)) and
see a shuffle product again. Collecting all contributions, we obtain
H(M,~a) = d/2
a1 · · · aN
∑
∅6=γ⊆M
(−1)N−|γ|`(γ) +O(d2).
With rk(γ) = |γ| − `(γ), we recognize Crapo’s definition (2.22).
Example 2.46. From (2.7) and (2.15), we see that cycles and bonds have beta invariant
β (M(Cn)) = β (M(Dn)) = 1. More generally, note that β (M) = 1 if and only if M is
series–parallel [40, Proposition 8].
In Definition 4.1 we introduce a variation Ĥ(M,~a) of the Hepp bound, that evaluates
at d = 0 precisely to (−1)rk(M)+1β (M). We can derive the above facts 1. through 3. for
Crapo’s invariant from the corresponding symmetries of the Hepp bound Ĥ(M,~a).
However, this argument does not apply to completion (see Remark 4.27), and Crapo’s
invariant violates this symmetry. For example, the graphs from Figure 1 give the values
β
( )
= 4 6= 6 = β
( )
. (2.24)
These are computed with the contraction-deletion formula β (M) = β (M/e) +β (M\e),
which applies whenever e is neither a self-loop nor a bridge [40, Theorem I].
3 Flag formulas
The formula (2.4) has N ! summands, one for each flag ∅ 6= γ1 ( · · · ( γN = G of
subgraphs γk = Gσk . This is very inefficient and hides the structure and simplicity of
results like (2.7). Below we will partition all flags into families of subsets that are easily
summed, and thereby derive expressions for the Hepp bound with much fewer terms.
In subsection 3.1 we give a formula summing over flags of bridgeless matroids, which is
particularly efficient for small loop number ` and for example gives (2.7) on the nose as
a single term. It yields an algorithm that computes the Hepp bound in O(N `+2) steps.
Dually, flags of flats are most efficient for small ranks, see subsection 3.2.
On the level of the integral (1.5), the flag formulas correspond to a decomposition
of the integration domain into fewer sectors, that each combine many individual Hepp
sectors. In section 5 we apply these sectors to the period itself to get improved bounds.
3.1 Bridges and ears
Definition 3.1. A circuit C ⊆ M of a matroid is a minimal dependent set, and we
write CM for the set of all circuits. An edge e ∈ EM is called a bridge (also coloop and
isthmus) if it is not contained in any circuit; equivalently, if it is contained in every basis.
We say that a matroid M is bridgeless (or 1pi) when it does not have any bridges.
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K4 \ {e} =
e
K4 \ {v} =
v
K4 \ {e, f} =
e
f
Figure 6: The three types of bridgeless subgraphs of K4 are highlighted (solid edges).
Each bridge e corresponds to a direct summand M |e ∼= U11 of M = (M \ e) ⊕M |e.
Connected matroids are thus always bridgeless, except for M ∼= U11 ∼= M( ). Our
use of ‘1pi’ as a synonym for bridgeless stems from particle physics, where graphs G
with bridgeless matroids M = M(G) play a special role and are called 1-particle irre-
ducible, see [15, Section 5.8] and [71]. Note that in our terminology, 1pi does not require
connectedness in any sense: direct sums of bridgeless matroids remain bridgeless.
A bridge e is characterized by the equivalent conditions rk(M \ e) = rk(M) − 1 and
`(M \e) = `(M), and hence a bridgeless matroid is a minimal subset for its loop number:
M is bridgeless ⇔ `(M \ e) < `(M) holds for all e ∈ EM .
Let br(M) ⊂ EM denote the set of all bridges of M . Its complement cyc(M) is the
largest bridgeless submatroid of M and it consists of the union of all circuits:
cyc(M) := M \ br(M) =
⋃
C∈CM
C. (3.1)
Bridgeless graphs enter the study of Feynman periods through the desingularization of
graph hypersurfaces, where they are referred to as motic graphs in [24, Definition 3.1]
and core graphs in [10]. They label singular loci and after blowing-up, the flags (maximal
chains) of bridgeless graphs correspond to the deepest strata of the boundary divisor [9,
Lemma 7.4]. It is therefore not surprising that they can also organize the Hepp bound:
Proposition 3.2. For a connected matroid M on N edges with ` = `(M) ≥ 1 loops, let
F1piM := {∅ = γ0 ( γ1 ( · · · ( γ` = M : each γk is bridgeless with `(γk) = k}
denote the set of flags of bridgeless submatroids ofM . For any nested subsets δ ⊆ γ ⊆M ,
let aγ/δ :=
∑
e∈γ\δ ae denote the sum of the indices of the additional edges in γ. Then
H(M,~a) = 1
a1 · · · aN
∑
γ•∈F1piM
aγ1/γ0 · · · aγ`/γ`−1
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γ`−1) . (3.2)
Example 3.3. Consider the complete graph K4 = on four vertices, with unit indices
a1 = · · · = a6 = 1 and thus in d = 4 dimensions. The only bridgeless subgraphs are:
• six edge complements K4 \ {e} ∼= with two loops and ω( ) = 5− 42 · 2 = 1,
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G =
σ
(4
)
σ
(2
)
σ(1)
σ(3)
σ(5)
σ(7)
σ
(6
) → G
σ
4 =
Gσ6 =
→ γ
σ
1 =
γσ2 =
Figure 7: In the order σ of the edges of the depicted graph G, the loop number increases
at i1 = 4, i2 = 6 and i3 = 7. The associated flag is γσ1 ⊂ γσ2 ⊂ γσ3 = G.
• four triangles ∼= K4 \ {v} with ω( ) = 1 from removing a vertex, and
• three squares ∼= K4 \ {e, f} with ω( ) = 2 by deleting two non-adjacent edges.
These are illustrated in Figure 6, and we can form
∣∣F1piK4 ∣∣ = 18 different flags. They come
in two types, and their contributions to the Hepp bound H(K4) = 84 = 6 · 12 + 2 · 6 are
• 3·2·11·1 = 6 for each of the 12 flags ⊂ ⊂ , and
• 4·1·12·1 = 2 for each of the 6 flags ⊂ ⊂ .
Remark 3.4. Every biconnected graph admits a flag of biconnected (hence bridgeless)
graphs [116, Theorem 19], as in the example above. Such flags are called open ear
decompositions, and this notion generalizes to connected matroids. However, the sum
(3.2) will typically involve more general bridgeless flags, as in Figure 7 (γσ2 is separable).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Each permutation σ ∈ SM defines a bridgeless flag as follows
(see Figure 7): Let i1 < . . . < i` denote the positions of edges that add a loop:
`(Mσik) = 1 + `(M
σ
ik−1) for every 1 ≤ k ≤ `.
The corresponding bridgeless subsets γσk = cyc(Mσik) ⊆Mσik give rise to a map
FM : SM −→ F1piM , σ 7→ (γσ1 ( · · · ( γσ` ) ,
and we ask which permutations σ lie in the preimage of a given bridgeless flag γ• ∈ F1piM .
The last edge e = σ(N) ∈ S := M \M ′ must belong to the complement of M ′ := γ`−1,
and all remaining edges S \ {e} are bridges of M \ e. Those may appear in any order
and at arbitrary positions in σ, without changing the associated bridgeless flag. So if we
write σ′ for the order of the edges of M ′ as they appear in σ and we fix some τ ∈ SM ′
with FM ′(τ) = γ′• := (γ1 ( · · · ( M ′), then the set {σ ∈ SM : σ′ = τ and σ(N) = e} is
in bijection with the shuffles of τ and the elements of S \ {e}. The sum over these σ is
∑
FM (σ)=γ•
χˇ (∆σω) =
∑
FM′ (τ)=γ′•
∑
e∈S
χ
(
∆τω 
e 6=f∈S
af
)
=
aM/M ′
aS
1
ω(M ′)
∑
FM′ (τ)=γ′•
χˇ (∆τω)
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D3(i, j, k) =
1
2 i
j
k
1
1
2 K−3,3 = K3,3 =
Figure 8: The family D3(i, j, k) of all biconnected two-loop graphs, the complete bipar-
tite graph K3,3 and its depletion K−3,3 = K3,3 \ e by one edge.
with aS := ∏e∈S ae, where we used the multiplicativity (2.12). This reduces the sum
over σ ∈ F−1M (γ•) to the preimages τ ∈ F−1M ′ (γ′•) of the truncated flag γ′• of length `− 1,
and iteration of this rule eventually leads to (3.2).
The length of the bridgeless flags is given by the loop number `, and hence the formula
(3.2) tends to be particularly efficient for small `. In particular, the case M = UN−1N ∼=
M(CN ) of a single loop results in a unique flag and gives directly the result (2.7).
Example 3.5. The two-loop graphs D3(i, j, k) from Figure 8 consist of three paths with
i, j and k edges between shared endpoints. Their only bridgeless subgraphs are the three
cycles Cj+k, Ci+k and Ci+j that are left over after deleting the edges of one of the paths.
Hence the sum in (3.2) has merely three terms, and for unit indices we obtain
H(D3(i, j, k)) = i(j + k)
j + k − d/2 +
j(i+ k)
i+ k − d/2 +
k(i+ j)
i+ j − d/2 . (3.3)
In more interesting cases, however, the number of bridgeless flags can become huge:
Fix a basis b ∈ BM and consider an order τ of its complement EM \ b = {τ(1), . . . , τ(`)}.
Let Cτk denote the unique circuit contained in b ∪ {τ(k)}, then γτk := Cτ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cτk is
bridgeless for each 1 ≤ k ≤ `, with `(γτk ) = k loops, and so we obtain a bridgeless flag
γτ• ∈ F1piM . Since {τ(k)} = γτk \(γτk−1∪b), this construction yields an injection S` ↪→ F1piM
and we conclude that every matroid has |F1piM | ≥ `! bridgeless flags.
But it is not necessary to explicitly enumerate the flags, due to the recursive structure
of (3.2): Summing only over the penultimate element γ = γ`−1 of the flag, we see that
H(M,~a) =
∑
bridgeless γ⊂M
with `(γ)=`(M)−1
aM/γ
aγc
Hd(γ,~a)
ω(γ) (3.4)
where the subscript in Hd(γ) indicates that this Hepp bound is to be computed in the
dimension d determined by ω(M) = 0. This gives a result different from the actual Hepp
bound H(γ) of γ by itself, since the latter imposes another dimension where ω(γ) = 0.
Remark 3.6. We may expand γ in (3.4) into its connected components, similar to (3.11).
Example 3.7. The smallest non-graphic regular matroid is called R10 [102]. It has rank
5 and may be represented by the 10 vectors {~ei +~ej +~ek : 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ 5} ⊂ F52 over
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the field F2 = Z/2Z with two elements. The complement of every edge e is isomorphic
to the graphic matroid R10 \ e ∼= M(K3,3) of the complete bipartite graph K3,3. With
unit indices, ω(R10) = 0 in d = 4 dimensions, and hence the Hepp bound of R10 is
H(R10) = 10 · H4(K3,3)
ω(K3,3)
= 10 · H4(K3,3) = 10 · 9 ·
H4(K−3,3)
ω(K−3,3)
= 45 · H4(K−3,3)
in terms of the graphK−3,3 ∼= K3,3\e depicted in Figure 8. It has two bridgeless subgraphs
of the form D3(2, 2, 2) = and four subgraphs isomorphic to D3(3, 1, 3) = , hence
H4
(
K−3,3
)
= 2 · 2 · H4( )
ω( ) + 4 · 1 ·
H4( )
ω( ) = 4 ·
12
2 + 4 ·
27/2
3 = 42
according to (3.3) and we conclude that H(R10) = 45 · 42 = 1890.
Remark 3.8. The recursion underlying (3.4) can also be applied to the Derksen invari-
ant: Indeed, the proof of Proposition 3.2 readily demonstrates that G (M) is completely
determined by the lattice L1piM of its bridgeless submatroids, and we have
G (M) =
∑
bridgeless γ⊂M
`(γ)=`(M)−1
|M/γ|! ·
[
G (γ) 〈1〉|M/γ|−1
]
〈0〉. (3.5)
From an algorithmic point of view, this method to compute the Hepp bound can be
implemented as a traversal of the Hasse diagram of the lattice
L1piM := {∅ ⊆ γ ⊆ EM : γ is 1pi}
of bridgeless submatroids. Starting from its maximum, which is M itself, this lattice
can be explored efficiently in a top-down approach as follows:
Given a bridgeless matroid γ, we call two edges e and f equivalent if e is a bridge of
γ \ {f}, in other words, if rk(γ \ {e, f}) < rk(γ). This is an equivalence relation, and
we can compute the corresponding partition Eγ = S1 unionsq . . . unionsq Sk into equivalence classes
Si using less than |γ|2 calls to the rank function. The bridgeless submatroids of γ with
loop number `(γ) − 1, that is the maximal elements below γ in L1piM , are precisely the
complements γ \ Si. So the recursion (3.4) has k ≤ |γ| summands.
Corollary 3.9. Let K = |L1piM | ≤ 2N . Then the Hepp bound of M can be computed in
O(K ·N2) many steps, provided that the K values of Hd(γ,~a) can be stored in memory.
We stress that the lattice L1piM grows slowly from the top down: each element γ has
at most |γ| children in the Hasse diagram. In contrast, there is no such bound in the
bottom-up direction: For example, the number of circuits (sets directly above ∅ ∈ L1piM )
in a connected matroid can be exponentially large (take cycles in complete graphs).
Corollary 3.10. Every connected matroid with N elements and ` loops has at most
N(N −1) · · · (N − `+1) bridgeless flags. Consequently, the Hepp bound of matroids with
bounded loop number is computable in polynomial time in N .
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⊃W7 C7 unionsq P1 P6 unionsq F1 P3 unionsq F4 P1 unionsq F6
Figure 9: Some cuts of the wheel with seven spokes. The dashed edges are cut and
separate the wheel into two parts, indicated by differently drawn vertices.
More formally, if the matroid is given by its rank function as an oracle, then O(N `+2)
oracle calls are sufficient to determine the Hepp bound. By Corollary 6.8, this gives a
polynomial time algorithm for the calculation of the volume of the polar of the matroid
polytope. For matroids polytopes themselves, such a result is well known [49].
3.2 Flats and cuts
Definition 3.11. A subset γ ⊆ EM of a matroid is called a flat (or closed) if it is
maximal for its rank, so that rk(γ∪e) > rk(γ) for every e ∈ EM\γ. The set of flats ofM
forms a lattice LflatM , and the span or closure of a subset γ of EM is the unique minimal
flat span(γ) that contains γ. The flats γ with rk(γ) = rk(M)− 1 are called hyperplanes
(also copoints), and the complements M \ γ of hyperplanes are the cocircuits.
In the case of graphic matroids, a flat is a subgraph γ ⊂ G such that each connected
component δ of γ is (vertex-)induced, saying that δ contains all edges of G that have
both endpoints in δ. The hyperplanes γ of a connected graph G consist of precisely two
components and correspond to vertex bipartitions VG = S unionsq T (cuts) for which both
parts S, T 6= ∅ induce connected subgraphs. Hence, hyperplane complements (circuits)
G \ γ are the minimal edge-cuts, also called bonds [109, 110]. For 3-connected G, the
vertex complements G \ v are precisely the connected hyperplanes [94, Theorem 1].
Example 3.12. The wheel graph Wn with n = `(Wn) spokes and loops has essentially
two types of minimal cuts, see Figure 9: Either the hub is dissected from the entire rim
cycle Cn, or a path Pk on k vertices in the rim gets separated from a fan Fn−k.
The minimal element of LflatM is the unique flat of rank zero, namely the set span(∅)
which consists of the self-loops of M . For M connected with rank at least one, this is
the empty set. In this case, the set of flags (maximal chains) of flats is
FflatM :=
{
∅ = γ0 ( γ1 ( · · · ( γrk(M) = M : each γk is a flat with rk(γk) = k
}
.
These flags are known to encode a matroid in a very interesting way and have received
more attention than the bridgeless case [16, 67]. Our following observation that the flags
of flats directly determine the Hepp bound is very much in the spirit of [14, 67].
Remark 3.13. In the position space theory of Feynman integrals [6, 8], flats of Feynman
graphs are called saturated graphs and used to define an arrangement of linear spaces
that are blown up to obtain a wonderful compactification.
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Proposition 3.14. For a connected matroid M on N edges with rank r = rk(M) ≥ 1,
H(M,~a) = 1
a?1 · · · a?N
∑
γ•∈FflatM
a?γ1a
?
γ2/γ1
· · · a?M/γr−1
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γr−1) (3.6)
where a?γ/δ :=
∑
e∈γ\δ a?e denotes the sum of the dual indices a?e := d2 − ae of all edges of
γ that are not already in δ ⊂ γ (see also subsection 4.1).
Proof. Given an order σ ∈ SM , consider the positions i1 < . . . < ir of the edges which
increase the rank: rk(Mσik) = 1 + rk(M
σ
ik−1). The flats γ
σ
k := span(Mσik) form a flag
(γσ1 ( · · · ( γσr ) ∈ FflatM
and we like to sum over all permutations σ that produce a given, fixed flag γ• ∈ FflatM .
Since M has no self-loops, note i1 = 1 so ∆σω starts with 〈ae〉 for e := σ(1). To satisfy
γσ1 = γ1, we must have e ∈ γ1. The remaining edges f ∈ γ1 \ e each add a loop and
increment the superficial degree of convergence by af − d2 . Their positions in σ do not
affect the flag γσ• . So if we fix the order τ = σ|M\γ1 of the edges not in γ1 and write u for
the subsequence of ∆σω given by their increments, then the sum over such σ contributes∑
e∈γ1
χˇ
(
〈ae〉
(
u 
f∈γ1\e
〈af − d2〉
))
=
∑
e∈γ1
χ
(
Su 
f∈γ1\e
S〈af − d2〉
)
.
Here we reversed the order of arguments using (2.13) and passed from χˇ to χ, which
drops the final letter S〈ae〉 = −〈ae〉. Exploiting the multiplicativity (2.12), this is
= χˇ
(
(Su)〈ω(γ1)〉
) ∑
e∈γ1
∏
f∈γ1\e
1
a?f
= χˇ
(
〈ω(γ1)〉u
) a?γ1∏
f∈γ1 a
?
f
,
where we inserted the final letter 〈ω(γ1)〉 in order to balance the word and apply (2.13)
once more. This argument iterates and proves the claim: At the next step, we consider
the first letter of u = 〈aτ(1)〉u′ and sum over τ(1) ∈ γ2 \γ1, writing χˇ
(〈ω(γ1)〉〈aτ(1)〉u′) =
1
ω(γ1) χˇ
(〈ω(γ1) + aτ(1)〉u′) = 1ω(γ1)χ(Su′) to then apply the analogous steps as above.
The formula (3.6) is most efficient for matroids of low rank. For bonds U1n, it gives a
single term (d/2)/∏e a?e, which reproduces (2.15). Dually to subsection 3.1, the lattice
of flats grows slowly from the bottom up: each flat γ ∈ LflatM is covered by at most |M \ γ|
flats, namely span(γ ∪ e1), . . . , span(γ ∪ ek) where M \ γ = {e1, . . . , ek}.
Corollary 3.15. A connected matroid on N elements with rank r has no more than
N(N − 1) · · · (N − r + 1) flags of flats. The Hepp bound of matroids with bounded rank
can be computed in polynomial time in N .
For computations it is convenient to exploit the recursive structure of (3.6): Let us de-
note by Hflatd (M,~a) the result of this formula in a fixed dimension d, lifting the constraint
ω(M) = 0. Since the penultimate element γr−1 of a flag of flats is a hyperplane,
Hflatd (M,~a) =
∑
hyperplane γ⊂M
Hflatd (γ,~a)
ω(γ)
a?M/γ∏
e/∈γ a?e
. (3.7)
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n d f3 f4 f5 f6 H(Kn)
3 6 3 3
4 4 3 14 84
5 103 3 11
265
4
5·37·53
25
6 3 3 10 1303 312 216 · 32 · 5 · 13
f3 = 3
f4 = 8n−18n−3
f5 = 5(n−2)(25n−72)6(n−3)(n−4)
f6 = 3(n−2)(36n
3−323n2+948n−900)
2(n−3)2(n−4)(n−5)
Table 1: The Hepp bounds of complete graphs with up to n = 6 vertices.
If M = A ⊕ B is a direct sum, its flats α ∪ β ∈ LflatA⊕B ∼= LflatA × LflatB are pairs of flats
α, β of the summands. Consequently, the flags FflatM are in bijection with the shuffles of
flags in FflatA with flags in FflatB . The multiplicativity (2.12) then shows that
Hflatd (A⊕B,~a)
ω(A⊕B) =
Hflatd (A,~a)
ω(A) ·
Hflatd (B,~a)
ω(B) . (3.8)
Example 3.16. For a forest γ ∼= Unn ∼= (U11 )⊕n, the formula (3.6) is easily evaluated to
Hflatd (γ,~a)
ω(γ) =
1
a1 · · · an where ω(γ) = a1 + · · ·+ an, (3.9)
using either (3.7) or (3.8). The hyperplanes of the cycle M = M(Cn) ∼= Un−1n are
precisely the forests γ = M \ {e, f} obtained by deleting any pair of edges. So by (3.7),
Hflatd (Cn,~a) =
∑
1≤e<f≤n
( ∏
k 6=e,f
1
ak
)a?e + a?f
a?ea
?
f
= 1
a1 · · · an
∑
e
ae
a?e
∑
f 6=e
af . (3.10)
Note that the sum over f gives ω(Cn) + a?e, such that the double sum can be written as
d
2 + ω(Cn) + ω(Cn)
∑
e
ae
a?e
. So we recover (2.7) in the dimension where ω(Cn) = 0.
Corollary 3.17. Let M denote a matroid of rank rk(M) ≥ 1, and given any submatroid
γ ⊂M , write γ = γ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ γκ for its κ = κ(γ) connected components. Then
Hflatd (M,~a) =
∑
hyperplane γ⊂M
a?M/γ∏
e/∈γ a?e
κ(γ)∏
k=1
Hflatd (γk,~a)
ω(γk)
. (3.11)
Example 3.18. The complete graph Kn has `(Kn) =
(n−1
2
)
loops and for unit indices
we find ω(Kn) =
(n
2
)− d2(n−12 ). Every cut consists of two smaller complete graphs, hence
(3.11) yields a quadratic recursion. We can state it as follows: Set d = 2nn−2 and define
f2 := 1 and fk :=
kfk−1
ω(Kk−1)
+
k−2∑
i=2
i
fi
ω(Ki)
fk−i
ω(Kk−i)
for 3 ≤ k ≤ n,
then H(Kn) = (n− 1)!(d2 − 1)−`(Kn)fn. We give the results for small n in Table 1.
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⊃F6 P6 P2 unionsq F4 F2 unionsq P3 unionsq F1
Figure 10: Some cuts of the fan with 6 spokes and the corresponding block
decomposition.
We use the recursion (3.11) also to compute the Hepp bounds of all wheels. Recall
that for graphs, the sum over hyperplanes γ is a sum over minimal cuts, and the product
over k runs over the biconnected components (blocks) of γ. The computation is tractable
because a wheel has only few connected flats (induced biconnected subgraphs).
Proposition 3.19. The Hepp bounds of the wheel graphs with unit indices are
H(Wn) = 2n
n− 2 +
1
4n−1
n∑
k=1
(
2n− 2k
n− k
)(
2k
k
)
k · 9n−k for every n ≥ 3, (3.12)
and they grow asymptotically like H(Wn) ∼ 3·9n8√2pin for large n. Their generating function
W (z) := ∑∞n=3H(Wn) zn = 84z3 + 572z4 + 132403 z5 + 35463z6 +O(z7) has the form
W (z) = 2z1− z − 4z − 14z
2 − 4z2 log(1− z) + 2z√
(1− 9z)(1− z)3 . (3.13)
Proof. For unit indices, the wheelWn is defined in dimension d = 4 and thus a?e = ae = 1
for all 2n edges. As illustrated in Figure 9, for a wheel the recursion (3.11) gives
H(Wn) = nH
flat
4 (Cn)
ω(Cn)
+ n
n−1∑
k=1
(k + 2)Hflat4 (Fn−k) , (∗)
where the first factor of n is the size of the cut (all spokes) and the factor n in front
of the sum over k accounts for the different copies of the fan Fn−k with n − k spokes
obtained by rotations. Note that the paths Pk in the rim give the trivial contribution
Hflat4 (Pk) /ω(Pk) = 1 from (3.9), and every fan has ω(Fn−k) = 1. Let us write
C (z) :=
∞∑
n=3
Hflat4 (Cn)
ω(Cn)
zn =
∞∑
n=3
n(n− 1)
n− 2 z
n = z
3(4− 3z)
(1− z)2 − 2z
2 log(1− z)
for the generating function of the cycles according to (3.10), andF (z) := ∑n≥1Hflat4 (Fn) zn
for the generating series of the fans. Then the recurrence (∗) can be written as
W (z) = z ddz
(
C (z) + z(3− 2z)(1− z)2 F (z)− 3z
2
)
, (†)
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where the factor in front of F (z) is ∑∞k=1(k + 2)zk. To determine F (z), consider the
cuts of a fan as illustrated in Figure 10 and apply (3.11) to obtain the recurrence
Hflat4 (Fn) = n+ 2
n−1∑
k=1
(n− k + 1)Hflat4 (Fk) +
∑
1<j≤k<n
(k − j + 3)Hflat4 (Fj−1)Hflat4 (Fn−k)
where the first term stems from dissecting the rim Pn from the hub, the middle sum cuts
off a smaller fan Fk from a path Pn−k in the rim, and the double sum enumerates the
cuts that carve out a path in the rim from spoke j to spoke k, chopping off two smaller
fans Fj−1 and Fn−k. For the generating function F (z), this recursion reads
F (z) = z(1− z)2 +
2z(2− z)
(1− z)2 F (z) +
z(3− 2z)
(1− z)2 F
2(z).
Inserting the solution F (z) = 1−6z+3z22z(3−2z) −
√
(1−9z)(1−z)3
2z(3−2z) into (†) confirms (3.13), and we
obtain (3.12) using the binomial series. The asymptotics for large n can be computed
with standard methods, see [61].
Remark 3.20. If all indices ae = 1 are equal, the partition of all permutations according
to the first flat γ = span({σ(1)}), as described in the proof of Proposition 3.14, amounts
to a recursion for the Derksen invariant of the form
G (M) =
∑
γ∈LflatM
rk(γ)=1
|γ|! · 〈1〉
[
〈0〉|γ|−1  G (M/γ)
]
. (3.14)
We conclude that G (M) is completely determined by the lattice of flats of M , because
the flats LflatM/γ ∼= {δ ∈ LflatM : δ ⊇ γ} of a quotient M/γ are precisely those flats δ of M
that contain γ. This dual to Remark 3.8 was observed in [14, Section 3].
Example 3.21. Starting from the 3- and 4-bonds G ( ) = 6〈1, 0, 0〉 and G ( ) =
24〈1, 0, 0, 0〉, and using 〈0〉〈1, 0, 0〉 = 〈0, 1, 0, 0〉+3〈1, 0, 0, 0〉, the recursion (3.14) gives
G
( )
= 〈1〉
[
G
( )
+ 2 · 2! · 〈0〉 G
( )]
= 96〈1, 1, 0, 0, 0〉+ 24〈1, 0, 1, 0, 0〉.
Inserting this into G ( ) = 6 · 〈1〉 · G ( ) confirms the result from Example 2.42.
3.3 Cyclic flats
In the preceding two sections, we partitioned the total orders of the edges according
to the corresponding flags γ• of bridgeless or flat matroids. The corresponding iterated
quotients are cycles γk/γk−1 ∼= Un−1n or bonds γk/γk−1 ∼= U1n on n = |γk/γk−1| elements,
respectively.
Combining both approaches, we can give a formula in terms of only those submatroids
that are simultaneously cyclic (bridgeless) and flat. These form the lattice
ZM := L1piM ∩ LflatM (3.15)
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of cyclic flats, and in fact this lattice, together with the rank function, determines the
matroid [13, 31]. Note that the closure span(γ) ∈ ZM of any bridgeless γ ∈ L1piM , as well
as the interior cyc(γ) ∈ ZM of any flat γ ∈ LflatM , are cyclic flats.
Proposition 3.22. The Hepp bound of a connected matroid M fulfils the recursion
Hflatd (M,~a) =
∑
M 6=Z∈ZM
Hflatd (Z,~a)
ω(Z) ρ (M/Z,~a) (3.16)
over cyclic flats Z (M , in terms of a sum over independent hyperplanes of Q = M/Z:
ρ (Q,~a) :=
∑
hyperplane H⊂Q
with `(H)=0
a?Q/H
( ∏
e∈H
1
ae
)( ∏
e∈Q\H
1
a?e
)
. (3.17)
Proof. Given a hyperplane γ of M , let Z := cyc(γ) ∈ ZM denote the cyclic flat that
is the interior of γ. The bridges B := γ \ Z of γ form an independent set such that
γ = Z ⊕B is a direct sum. Using (3.9) and (3.8), we find
Hflatd (γ,~a)
ω(γ) =
Hflatd (Z,~a)
ω(Z)
∏
b∈B
1
ab
.
Together with (3.7) this proves (3.16): Note thatH := γ/Z is an independent hyperplane
of Q = M/Z, so ρ (M/Z,~a) defined in (3.17) correctly collects the contributions from all
hyperplanes γ that give rise to the same interior Z = cyc(γ).
Note that (3.16) sums over all cyclic flats Z—in contrast to (3.11) or (3.4), where the
rank or loop number are fixed. Correspondingly, iterating the recursion (3.16) expresses
the Hepp bound in terms of all chains of cyclic flats, not just the maximal ones:
H(M,~a) =
∑
k≥1
∑
∅6=Z1⊂···⊂Zk=M
Z1,...,Zk∈ZM
ρ (Z1) ρ (Z2/Z1) · · · ρ (M/Zk−1)
ω(Z1)ω(Z2) · · ·ω(Zk−1) . (3.18)
Remark 3.23. Since M is connected and thus 1pi, every quotient Q = M/Z is also 1pi.
Therefore, if Q ∼= A ⊕ B is disconnected, both A and B must have at least one loop:
`(A), `(B) ≥ 1. But a hyperplane H of A⊕B must contain all of A or all of B, and thus
H cannot be independent. This shows that ρ (Q,~a) = 0 unless Q is connected.
Example 3.24. The only cyclic flats of the complete graph K4 = are ∅, the four
triangles, and K4 itself. For a triangle Z = {i, j, k} ∼= , we can write (3.10) as
Hflatd (Z,~a)
ω(Z) =
1
aiajak
(
ai + aj + ak
ω(Z) +
ai
a?i
+ aj
a?j
+ ak
a?k
)
.
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The corresponding quotient Q = K4/Z ∼= is a bond with the unique hyperplane ∅,
and (3.17) gives simply ρ (Q,~a) = a
?
u+a?v+a?w
a?ua
?
va
?
w
where {u, v, w} = K4\Z are the complemen-
tary edges. Note that the numerator is a?u+a?v+a?w = d2−ω(Q) = d2 +ω(Z) = ai+aj+ak
due to 0 = ω(K4) = ω(Z) +ω(K4/Z). The only other contribution to (3.16) is ρ (K4,~a)
from Z = ∅, which amounts to summing over the three pairs H = {i, j} ∼= of non-
adjacent edges. In total, we get
H(K4,~a) =
∑
∼=Z⊂K4
aZ∏
e∈Z
ae
∏
e/∈Z
a?e
(
aZ
ω(Z) +
∑
e∈Z
ae
a?e
)
+
∑
∼=Z⊂K4
a?K4/Z∏
e∈Z
ae
∏
e/∈Z
a?e
. (3.19)
Remark 3.25. In the case of unit indices ae = 1 = a?e in d = 4 dimensions, the factor
(3.17) becomes just ρ (Q) = (`(Q) + 1) · |{independent hyperplanes of Q}|. The count
of independent hyperplanes can be retrieved from the lattice ZQ of cyclic flats and their
ranks, as worked out in detail in [14, section 7].
We can repeat the above discussion starting with bridgeless flags instead of flags of
flats: Given γ• ∈ F1piM , we can set Zi := span(γi) ∈ ZM and remove duplicates to obtain
a chain of cyclic flats. The final formula has the same form as (3.18), only the numerator
is altered by replacing the factors ρ (Q,~a) with the sum
ρ˜ (Q,~a) =
∑
C⊂Q
aC
( ∏
e∈C
1
ae
)( ∏
e∈Q\C
1
a?e
)
over spanning circuits (indeed, note that γ1 is a spanning circuit of Z1). These are
precisely the circuits of rank rk(C) = rk(Q), equivalently the circuits with |C| = rk(Q)+1
elements, and they are also called Hamiltonian circuits. For unit indices ae = 1 in d = 4
dimensions, we conclude ρ˜ (Q) = (rk(Q) + 1) · |{Hamiltonian circuits of Q}|.
The two resulting formulas (3.18) for H(M,~a) in terms of chains of cyclic flats, one
with ρ’s and the other with ρ˜’s in the numerator, can be obtained from each other by
duality as in subsection 4.1. Namely, the complement of a Hamiltonian circuit is an
independent hyperplane of the dual [17, Theorem 3].
Example 3.26. The uniform matroid M = U rn has only two cyclic flats ZM = {∅,M},
such that H(M,~a) = ρ (M,~a) = ρ˜ (M,~a). As every subset H ⊂M of size |H| = r − 1 is
an independent hyperplane and every C ⊂M with |C| = r+ 1 is a Hamiltonian circuit,
H(U rn,~a) =
∑
|C|=r+1
aC
(∏e∈C ae) (∏e/∈C a?e) =
∑
|H|=r−1
a?H
(∏e∈H ae) (∏e/∈H a?e) . (3.20)
Note that Proposition 2.27 gives yet another formula for this function.
4 Symmetries
Different graphs (or matroids) may integrate to the same period. There is no complete
combinatorial description of all such pairs of graphs, but several families of identities are
known. The simplest of these period relations are:
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1. duality: A planar graph and its dual have the same period.
2. product: The period factorizes for graphs with a 2-separation.
These hold for arbitrary indices and extend to all matroids; proofs are straightforward in
Schwinger parameters. In contrast, the following symmetries are only defined for graphs
and furthermore subject to constraints on the indices:
3. Fourier split [70]: Duality may be applied to one side of a 3-separation.
4. completion [21]: If G is regular, then P (G\v) is the same for all vertices v.
5. twist [97]: A double transposition along a 4-separation keeps P (G\v) invariant.
The Fourier split generalises the uniqueness relations [73–75] and we include a proof in
Schwinger parameters. For completion and twist, all known proofs [97] exploit the repre-
sentation (4.4) of the period in position space. Completion and twist are not restricted to
regular graphs, but require indices such that each vertex is conformal (Definition 4.16).
In this section we demonstrate that the Hepp bound respects all of the above symme-
tries and fulfils exact analogues of the corresponding identities for periods. Our proofs of
the completion and twist relations exploit the structure of the singularities of the Hepp
bound as a rational function of the indices ~a, combined with the factorization (2.17) of
residues.
The product, completion and twist identities are most succinctly stated for arbitrary
indices if we use a slight variation of the Hepp bound.
Definition 4.1. The position space Hepp bound Ĥ(M,~a) of a matroid M on N edges is
Ĥ(M,~a) := a
?
1 · · · a?N
d/2 H(M,~a) where a
?
e = d2 − ae. (4.1)
In d = 4 dimensions with unit indices ae = 1 on all edges, H(M) = 2Ĥ(M) differ only
by a factor of 2. Also recall H(M,~a) |d=0 = 0 from Corollary 2.21, so the denominator
in (4.1) does not create a further pole. Instead, Lemma 2.45 shows that
Ĥ(M,~a)→ (−1)rk(M)+1β (M) for d→ 0. (4.2)
Example 4.2. For cycles and bonds (Figure 3), the results (2.7) and (2.15) translate to
Ĥ(DN ,~a) = 1 and Ĥ(CN ,~a) = a
?
1 · · · a?N
a1 · · · aN . (4.3)
The motivation for Definition 4.1 is that the period (2.1) is not exactly a Feynman
integral. The Mellin integral lacks a prefactor ∏e 1/Γ(ae) to become the actual Feynman
integral in momentum space [87]. A Fourier transform turns this into the integral
P̂(G,~a) :=
 ∏
v 6=0,1
∫
Rd
dd~zv
pid/2
 ∏
e={v,w}∈EG
1
‖~zv − ~zw‖2a?e

~z0=~0, ~z1=~e1
(4.4)
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G = = → → G? = =
Figure 11: A planar graph G, a planar embedding of the same graph, the dual indicated
by dashed lines, and another (non-planar) drawing of this dual graph G?.
over position vectors ~zv ∈ Rd associated with each vertex, similar to [99, Definition 3.1].
Two arbitrary vertices (labelled 0 and 1) get fixed positions: ~0 and a unit vector ~e1. The
Fourier transform introduces further Γ-functions [89], and the precise relation is
P̂(G,~a) = Γ(d/2)Γ(a?1) · · ·Γ(a?N )
P (G,~a) . (4.5)
The replacement Γ(s) 7→ 1/s observed in Example 2.2 suggests that (4.1) is the correct
tropical analogue of the Feynman integral in position space.
In contrast to the Hepp bound H(G) = 2Ĥ(G), note that the period in d = 4 dimen-
sions with unit indices ae = 1 is unchanged in position space: P̂(G) = P (G).
4.1 Duality
Every matroid M (with corank function `) has a dual matroid M? [88] on the same
ground set E = EM = EM? , but with the corank function `? : 2E −→ Z≥0 defined by
`?(γ) = `(E \ γ) + |γ| − `(E). (4.6)
Example 4.3. The dual of the uniform matroid U rn is Un−rn .
Example 4.4. For planar graphs G, choose a planar drawing. Construct the planar dual
G? by assigning a vertex to each face and connecting neighbouring faces with edges, as
in Figure 11. Then the cycle matroidM(G?) is the dual ofM(G).
Proposition 4.5. Let M denote any matroid and set a?e := d2 − ae for each edge. Then
H(M?,~a) = H(M,~a?) . (4.7)
Proof. The superficial degree of convergence of a subset γ ⊆ E in the dual matroid is
ω~a(γ?) =
∑
e∈γ
ae − d2
(
|γ| − `(M) + `(M\γ)
)
= −
∑
e∈γ
a?e + d2`(M)− d2`(M\γ)
according to (4.6). The case γ = E shows that ω~a(M?) = −ω~a?(M) both vanish in the
same dimension. Substitute d2`(M) =
∑
e∈M a?e in the equation above to conclude that
ω~a(γ?) = ω~a?(M\γ). The contribution to H(M?,~a) from any flag γ1 ( · · · ( γN in (2.4)
therefore matches precisely the contribution of the complementary flag E\γN−1 ( . . . (
E\γ1 ( E to the Hepp bound H(M,~a?).
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M
  e⊕f M

 = M

 =M


Figure 12: The 2-sum of two graphs.
Example 4.6. The cycles Cn and the bonds Dn in Figure 3 are duals of each other,
and indeed their Hepp bounds (2.7) and (2.15) are related by (4.7).
Remark 4.7. We can read (4.6) as `?(γ) = rk(M)−rk(M\γ). It follows that the bridgeless
subsets of M? are precisely the complements of flats in M and vice-versa. Hence under
duality, the bridgeless flag formula (3.2) becomes the sum (3.6) over flags of flats.
The identity (4.7) is also very easy to prove with the Mellin integral: The bases of the
dual are the complements BM? = {E \ T : T ∈ BM} of the bases of M , such that
ΨtrM?(x) = max
T∈BM
∏
e∈T
xe =
(∏
e∈M
xe
)
max
T∈BM
∏
e/∈T
1
xe
=
(∏
e∈M
xe
)
ΨtrM ((1/xe)e∈M ) . (4.8)
Inversion of the Schwinger parameters xe → 1/xe thus transforms the integrands (1.13)
of H(M?,~a) and H(M,~a?) into each other. This proves (4.7), and upon replacing Ψtr
with Ψ, the same argument also shows that
P (M?,~a) = P (M,~a?) (4.9)
This well-known relation for periods is called Fourier identity in [97], because it corre-
sponds to a Fourier transform in the position space integral (4.4).
4.2 Products and 2-sums
Definition 4.8. Suppose we are given two connected matroids A and B, each with at
least 3 elements. Let further e ∈ A and f ∈ B denote a choice of edges. Then the 2-sum
M = A e⊕f B is the matroid on the disjoint union EM = EA\e unionsq EB\f with bases
BM :=
{
S unionsq T : S ∈ BA\e and T ∈ BB/f or S ∈ BA/e and T ∈ BB\f
}
. (4.10)
We illustrate the 2-sum for graphical matroids in Figure 12. It amounts to taking
the disjoint union of A\e and B\f , followed by the identification v ∼ v′ and w ∼ w′ of
the endpoints of e = {v, w} and f = {v′, w′}. As the figure shows, we can flip one side
(v′ ↔ w′) and thus obtain two different graphs with the same cycle matroid [108, 117].
Example 4.9 (Figure 13). The 2-sum M e⊕f Ukk+1 with a cycle Ukk+1 ∼= M(Ck+1)
replaces e in M by a path with k edges. This is called a series operation. A parallel
operation is the 2-sum M e⊕f U1k+1 with a bond, which replaces e by k parallel edges.
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From (4.10) we see that the rank of a 2-sum is rk(M) = rk(A) + rk(B)− 1, and thus
`(A e⊕f B) = `(A) + `(B)− 1. (4.11)
Suppose we have assigned indices ~a to S := A\e ⊂ M and indices ~b to T := B\f ⊂ M .
They determine the dimension d where ω(M) = 0. If we set ae := d2 − ω(S), then
ω(A) = ω(S) + ω(A/S) = ω(S) + ae − d2 = 0
and similarly, we get ω(B) = 0 for bf := d2 −ω(T ). Note that bf = ω(S) and ae = ω(T ),
because (4.11) shows that ω(M) = ω(S) + ω(T )− d2 .
Proposition 4.10. Given a 2-sum M = A e⊕f B, let ~a and ~b denote variables indexed
by the edges in A\e and B\f , respectively. Set ae := ω(B\f) and bf := ω(A\e). Then
Ĥ(M,~a,~b) = Ĥ(A,~a, ae) · Ĥ(B,~b, bf ). (4.12)
Proof. By our definition, A and B are connected, and it follows that M is connected.
As an identity of rational functions, it suffices to prove (4.12) locally, so we may assume
that the indices lie in the convergence cone of the Mellin integral (1.13).
Let ψA := ΨtrA\e and φA := ΨtrA/e such that ΨtrA = max {xeψA, φA}. We can write
H(A,~a, ae) =
∫
PA\e
Ω(~a)
(φA)d/2
∫ ∞
0
xae−1e dxe
(max {xeψA/φA, 1})d/2
= d/2
aea?e
∫
PA\e
Ω(~a)
ψaeA φ
a?e
A
(4.13)
where a?e = d2 − ae, by performing the integral over λ := xeψA/φA as in Example 2.2:∫ ∞
0
λae−1dλ
(max {λ, 1})d/2 =
∫ 1
0
λae−1dλ+
∫ ∞
1
λae−d/2−1dλ = 1
ae
+ 1
d/2− ae =
d/2
aea?e
.
Set also ψB := ΨtrB\f and φB := ΨtrB/f , then according to (4.10), we can write the tropical
matroid polynomial of the 2-sum as ΨtrM = max {ψAφB, φAψB} = ψAφB max {1, λ} in
terms of the coordinate λ := (φA/ψA)(ψB/φB) on PM . Combining λ with the forgetful
maps x 7→ y := [xi]i∈A\e and x 7→ z := [xi]i∈B\f , we obtain a change of variables
PM −→ PA\e ×PB\f ×R>0, x 7→ (y, z, λ). (∗)
Since φA and ψA are homogeneous of degrees `(A) and `(A) − 1, respectively, λ is
homogeneous of degree one in the variables y. Consequently, (∗) is invertible with
x(y, z, λ) =
[
λ
λ′(y, z)y : z
]
∈ PM for λ′(y, z) := φA(y)ψB(z)
ψA(y)φB(z)
.
Under this rescaling, ψA(x) = ψA(y)(λ/λ′)`(A\e) and the volume form (2.5) is of degree∑
i∈A\e ae = ω(A\e) + d2`(A\e) in y. With bf = ω(A\e), the integrand factorizes as
Ω(~a,~b)
(ΨtrM (x))d/2
= Ω(~a)
ψA(y)d/2
(
ψA(y)
φA(y)
)bf
∧ Ω(
~b)
φB(z)d/2
(
φB(z)
ψB(z)
)bf
∧ λ
bf−1dλ
(max {1, λ})d/2 .
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e⊕3 = e⊕3 =
Figure 13: Series and parallel operations on edge e, illustrated for graphical matroids.
The integrals over z ∈ PB\f and λ produce precisely H(B,~b, bf ) by the equivalent of
(4.13) for B. Since bf = d2−ae = a?e, the integral of the first term over y gives H(A,~a, ae)
times a?eb?f/(d/2), again using (4.13). We have thus shown that
H(M,~a,~b) = a?eH(A,~a, ae) · b?fH(B,~b, bf ) · 2/d,
which becomes the claim (4.12) in position space (4.1).
Example 4.11. Recall that H(K4) = 84 and Ĥ(K4) = 42 for unit indices in d = 4
dimensions. All 2-sums of K4 with itself are isomorphic, and we find that
Ĥ
( )
= Ĥ
(
e⊕f
)
= Ĥ
( )2
= 1764 and H
( )
= 3528.
Corollary 4.12 (series–parallel reductions). If the matroid S = M e⊕3 U23 is obtained
from M by replacing an edge e with two edges 1 and 2 in series (Figure 13), then
H(S, a1, a2,~a) = a1 + a2
a1a2
H(M,a1 + a2,~a) . (4.14)
If P = M e⊕3 U13 is obtained from M by replacing e with a pair of parallel edges, then
H(P, a1, a2,~a) = a
?
1 + a?2
a?1a
?
2
H
(
M,a1 + a2 − d2 ,~a
)
. (4.15)
In particular, the Hepp bound in position space is invariant under parallel operations:
Ĥ(P, a1, a2,~a) = Ĥ
(
M,a1 + a2 − d2 ,~a
)
. (4.16)
Proof. Apply Proposition 4.10 to B = U23 or B = U13 and use (4.3).
Corollary 4.13. Crapo’s invariant of a 2-sum is β (A e⊕f B) = β (A)β (B) [30], and
series–parallel operations do not affect Crapo’s invariant [40, Propositions 4 and 5].
Proof. We use (4.2) and apply the limit d −→ 0 to (4.12). Because of rk(M) − 1 =
rk(A)−1+rk(B)−1 from (4.11), this proves the first claim. The series–parallel invariance
is the special case B =M(Cn) or B =M(Dn), with β (B) = 1 due to Example 2.46.
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The product (4.12) is the exact analogue of the well-known relation [23, Proposition 40]
P̂(A e⊕f B,~a,~b ) = P̂(A,~a, ae) · P̂(B,~b, bf ) (4.17)
for the period in position space. It can be proven in the same way as above; the only
difference arises because ΨM = ΨA\eΨB/f + ΨA/eΨB\f is a sum and not the maximum.
Hence the λ-integrals become Euler beta functions, and the analogue of (4.13) reads
P (A,~a, ae) = Γ(ae)Γ(a
?
e)
Γ(d/2)
∫
PA\e
Ω(~a)
ΨaeA\eΨ
a?e
A/e
.
The product formulas suggest a unique factorization for matroids with respect to 2-
sums, and indeed this was achieved in [47]. We review this result and related terminology.
Definition 4.14. A (Tutte) k-separation of a matroid M is a partition EM = S unionsq T of
its edges such that |S| , |T | ≥ k and rk(A) + rk(B) ≤ rk(M) + k − 1. We say that M is
n-connected if it has no k-separation where 1 ≤ k < n.
With this definition, every matroid is 1-connected, and a connected matroid according
to Definition 2.15 is called 2-connected. For a connected graph G, a k-separation of
M(G) is an edge partition with |S| , |T | ≥ k such that S and T meet in at most k
vertices [46, Theorem 3]. So Definition 2.17 describes the special case of 1-separations,
and Figure 12 shows 2-separations.
In [47], 2-separations are called splits, and a matroid is called prime if it is 3-connected.
Every 2-sum decomposition M ∼= A e⊕f B implies the existence of a split with S = A\e
and T = B\f . Conversely, every split arises in this way and implies a decomposition ofM
into minors A and B ofM . Therefore, a prime matroid admits no 2-sum decomposition.
It follows that a connected matroid is decomposable by 2-sums into prime matroids.
Apart from the order of performing the splits, this decomposition is almost unique. The
only ambiguity arises from cycles Cn+m ∼= Cn+1 e⊕f Cm+1, and similarly bonds, which
allow several decompositions. The unique factorization result is [47, Theorem 18]:
Theorem 4.15. Every connected matroid has a unique minimal 2-sum decomposition
into bonds, cycles, and 3-connected matroids.
The Hepp bound implements this decomposition as an actual factorization of rational
functions. Cycles and bonds (4.3) have only linear factors in the numerator and denom-
inator, which may be partitioned in several ways. In contrast, the numerator of H(M,~a)
for a 3-connected matroid will not factorize into linear polynomials.
4.3 Completion
The completion symmetry is the invariance of the integral (4.4) in position space under a
conformal transformation ~z 7→ ~z/ ‖~z‖2. It is very useful in particle physics as it equates
the periods of many non-isomorphic graphs [21, section 5]. Completion applies only to
graphs and requires that, at each vertex, the dual indices sum up to the dimension.
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Definition 4.16. Let a?e = d2 − ae denote the dual indices. The excess at a vertex v is
δv := d−
∑
e : v∈e
a?e (4.18)
where the sum runs over all edges incident to v. We call v conformal if δv = 0, and a
conformal graph is a graph G together with indices ~a such that all vertices are conformal.
Example 4.17. Every k-regular graph with k ≥ 3 and unit indices ae = 1 on all edges
is conformal in d = 2k/(k − 2) dimensions. For k = 4, this dimension is d = 4.
Example 4.18. For any graph G with logarithmic indices, its completion [97, 99] is
a conformal graph H with one additional vertex ‘∞’ such that G = H\∞. To make
v ∈ VG with δv 6= 0 conformal, H has an edge e from v to ∞ with ae := d/2− δv. The
new vertex ∞ is conformal by virtue of δ∞ = −ω(G) = 0 from (4.19) below.
We can express the convergence degree of a subgraph in terms of excesses. Let G[S]
denote the subgraph of G that is induced by the vertex set S ⊆ VG. It contains precisely
those edges of G which have both endpoints in S.
Lemma 4.19. Suppose that γ = G[S] ⊆ G is a connected induced subgraph. Let C ⊂ EG
denote the edges with precisely one endpoint in S. Then
ω(γ) = 12
(∑
v∈S
δv +
∑
e∈C
a?e − d
)
. (4.19)
Proof. The sum ∑v∈S∑e:v∈e a?e counts edges in γ twice and edges in C once. Hence,∑
v∈S
δv − d |S|+
∑
e∈C
a?e = −2
∑
e∈γ
a?e = −d |γ|+ 2
∑
e∈γ
ae = 2ω(γ) + d (`(γ)− |γ|)
and we conclude using (2.2).
In particular, a conformal graph has ω(G) = −d/2 and is not logarithmic unless d = 0.
However, the complement G\v of any vertex in a conformal graph is always logarithmic
with ω(G\v) = −δv/2 = 0. We can therefore consider the periods of such complements.
Theorem 4.20. If G is conformal, then P̂(G\v,~a) is the same for all vertices v.
The proof for positive integer dimensions in [97, Definition and Theorem 2.2] applies
the inversion ~z 7→ ~z/ ‖z‖2 to the vertex coordinates in position space (4.4). In non-integer
dimensions, these integrals over ~z ∈ Rd can be defined using dimensional regularization
as explained for example in detail in [35]. The inversion proof then still applies.
We will prove the same invariance for the Hepp bound. Recall that the Mellin integrals
(1.13) and (2.1) have poles. The equalities P̂(G\v,~a) = P̂(G\w,~a) of Theorem 4.20 are
to be understood as identities of meromorphic functions on the vector space⋂
u∈VG
{~a : δu = 0} ⊂ C|G|
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K4 =
a1
a2
a3
a1
a2
a3
K4\v =
a2
a3a1 Ĥ(K4\v,~a) = (a1 + a2)(a1 + a3)(a2 + a3)
a1a2a3
Figure 14: The complete graph K4 with the most general conformal indices.
of conformal indices on G. This space has dimension |G| − |VG| + 1 = `(G), because
one of the constraints determines the dimension d. Even though a complement G\v has
fewer edges than G, we still write ~a to denote its indices and to suggest that the indices
of G\w are determined (through conformality in G) by the indices of G\v.
Theorem 4.21. For any two vertices v, w of a biconnected graph G, the Hepp bounds
Ĥ(G\v,~a) = Ĥ(G\w,~a) agree as rational functions on the space of conformal indices.
Corollary 4.22. If G is regular and G\v, G\w are p-log, then H(G\v) = H(G\w).
Example 4.23. The complete graph K4 is conformal precisely when the indices ae = af
of all non-adjacent edge pairs {e, f} coincide. The conformal indices thus define a rainbow
colouring, where every vertex touches exactly one edge of each index (see Figure 14).
All complements give the same cycle C3, so Theorem 4.21 is trivial for G = K4.
To prove the theorem, we first reduce it to the case of complete graphs Kn. If G has
n vertices, define indices ~c on Kn as follows: The edge between vertices i and j receives
c?ij = d2 − cij := a?e1 + · · ·+ a?ek , (4.20)
where e1, . . . , ek ∈ EG denote all edges in G between i and j (there may be none, one,
or several such edges). This assignment ensures that ~c are conformal indices for Kn. So
if we know Ĥ(Kn\v,~c) = Ĥ(Kn\w,~c), then the theorem for G follows from the identity
Ĥ(G\v,~a) = Ĥ(Kn\v,~c) (4.21)
and its analogue for w. We already saw in (4.16) that several parallel edges (k ≥ 2) can
be replaced by a single edge with the dual index (4.20). Nothing changes for edges with
k = 1, so (4.21) is clear once we recognize that adding an edge with weight cij = d/2 in
the case k = 0 has no effect on the Hepp bound. Indeed, due to the factors a?e in (4.1),
the pole for deletion of an edge in (2.18) amounts to the finite limit
Ĥ(G unionsq {e} ,~a, d/2) = lim
ae→d/2
Ĥ(G unionsq {e} ,~a, ae) = Ĥ(G,~a) .
Lemma 4.24. For a biconnected graph G, the poles of the Hepp bound Ĥ(G,~a) in
position space are in bijection with subsets S ( VG of |S| ≥ 2 vertices with the property
that the induced subgraph γ = G[S] and its quotient G/γ are biconnected.
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G = γ
v
w
H =
u
v
w
G = w
γ
v
γ′
C
H =
u
v
Figure 15: An induced subgraph γ = G[S] ( G\v in the cases w /∈ S and w ∈ S.
Proof. According to Corollary 2.38 and Lemma 2.18, the poles of H(G,~a) are identified
with subgraphs γ such that γ and G/γ are nonseparable. If γ is not induced, every edge
e ∈ G\γ with both endpoints in γ becomes a self-loop in the quotient G/γ. To avoid a
separation, G/γ ∼= can only consist of one self-loop on its own, so γ = G\e is an edge
complement. But the corresponding poles at ω(G\e) = a?e = 0 are cancelled in position
space by the numerators in (4.1). So only induced γ contribute poles to Ĥ(G,~a).
In a complete graphG = Kn, all induced γ = G[S] and their quotients are biconnected,
so Ĥ(Kn,~a) has precisely 2n − n − 2 poles, one for each subset S ( {1, . . . , n} with
|S| ≥ 2. To identify poles in other graphs, it may be useful that the quotient G/G[S] is
biconnected if and only if the complement G\S = G[VG\S] is a connected graph.
Proof of Theorem 4.21. We perform an induction over the number n of vertices of G.
The start at n = 3 is simple: All vertex complements of K3 = are single edges
K3\v ∼= with the same Hepp bound Ĥ(D1,~a) = 1 from (4.3).
Now consider the complete graph G = Kn+1 and suppose that we already established
the theorem for all graphs with ≤ n vertices. Call v = n+1 such that G\v = Kn. Recall
from Example 4.18 that the indices on Kn are unconstrained and parametrize the entire
space of conformal indices on G, so Ĥ(Kn,~a) has simple poles in bijection with subsets
S ( {1, . . . , n} of size |S| ≥ 2. In position space, the factorization (2.17) reads
Res
ω(γ)=0
Ĥ(Kn,~a) = d2
[
Ĥ(γ,~a) · Ĥ(Kn/γ,~a)
]
ω(γ)=0
(])
and we first consider the case γ = G[S] with w /∈ S (see Figure 15). Then γ is also
a subgraph of G\w, and we set H := G/γ such that Kn/γ = H\v. The excess of the
vertex u representing γ in H is −2ω(γ) due to (4.19). So on the hyperplane ω(γ) = 0,
the graph H is itself conformal. Since H has at most n vertices, we know by induction
that Ĥ(H\v,~a) = Ĥ(H\w,~a). But H\w = (G\w)/γ, so we learn
Res
ω(γ)=0
Ĥ(G\v,~a) = Res
ω(γ)=0
Ĥ(G\w,~a)
by comparing (]) with its analogue for G\w instead of G\v = Kn. Now suppose that
w ∈ S, then γ = G[S] is not anymore a subgraph of G\w. To see the pole, set γ′ := G[T ]
for the complement T := {1, . . . , n+ 1}\S and note that ω(γ) = ω(γ′) = (∑e∈C a?e−d)/2
by (4.19), where C are the edges between S and T . The residue formula gives
Res
ω(γ)=0
Ĥ(G\w,~a) = Res
ω(γ′)=0
Ĥ(G\w,~a) = d2
[
Ĥ(γ′,~a) · Ĥ(G\w/γ′,~a)]
ω(γ′)=0
. ([)
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a45 = 2(a4+a5+a6)−a1−a2−a33
a35 = 2(a1+a2+a6)−a3−a4−a53
a15 = 2(a2+a3+a4)−a1−a5−a63
Figure 16: Two uncompletions of K5 and the relationship of their indices.
This time, we delete from H = G/γ the vertex u that represents γ, to conclude by
induction and H\u = G\S = G[T ] = γ′ that Ĥ(G\v/γ,~a) = Ĥ(H\v,~a) = Ĥ(γ′,~a).
Similarly, set H ′ := G/γ′ such that H ′\u′ = G\T = G[S] = γ for the vertex u′ that is γ′
in H ′. By induction, we find that Ĥ(G\w/γ′,~a) = Ĥ(H ′\w,~a) = Ĥ(γ,~a) and conclude
that (]) and ([) coincide.
In summary, we have shown that both Hepp bounds Ĥ(G\v,~a) and Ĥ(G\w,~a) have
the exact same residues on all poles. Therefore, their difference
∆ := Ĥ(G\v,~a)− Ĥ(G\w,~a)
is a rational function without poles, thus a polynomial. Because ∆ is homogeneous of
degree zero in the indices, so it must in fact be a constant rational number ∆ ∈ Q. To
show that ∆ = 0, we specialize to unit indices ae = 1 on all edges as in Example 4.17,
then we get trivially that Ĥ(G\v) = Ĥ(Kn) = Ĥ(G\w).
The case with 4 vertices is almost trivial as discussed in Example 4.23, but already
for n = 5 the completion relation gives an involved identity of rational functions.
Example 4.25. The graph K4 = K5\5 with arbitrary indices a1, . . . , a6 is logarithmic
in dimension d = 2(a1 + · · · + a6)/3. The completion in Example 4.18 determines the
indices of the edges connected to vertex 5 = ∞ such that K5 is conformal. With the
labels as in Figure 16, the excess at vertex 4 is δ4 = a1 + a2 + a3 − d/2 and therefore
a45 = d2 − δv4 = 2a4+2a5+2a6−a1−a2−a33 = ω(K4\4).
Similarly we find a35 and a15 as given in Figure 16. The identity Ĥ(K5\5,~a) = Ĥ(K5\2,~a)
is an explicit functional equation for the Hepp bound (3.19) of K4,
Ĥ(K4, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6) = Ĥ(K4, a1, a45, a3, a35, a5, a15) .
Remark 4.26. We only get non-zero Hepp bounds from conformal graphs that are 3-
vertex-connected. For suppose that G can be disconnected by deleting two vertices v and
w (this implies a vertical 2-separation [46]). Then G\v has an articulation point w and
is therefore not biconnected, so Ĥ(G\v,~a) = 0. If G is conformal, this implies that the
Hepp bounds of all vertex complements G\u vanish, even those that are biconnected. In
these cases, the corresponding Hepp bound function Ĥ(G\u,~a) vanishes on the solution
space to the conformality constraints. For example,
Ĥ
(
s t ,~a
)
δs=δt=0
= Ĥ
(
u\u,~a
)
= Ĥ
(
w
v
\v,~a
)
= Ĥ
(
w
,~a
)
= 0.
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Figure 17: A 4-separation with a choice of a double transposition and the resulting twist.
Remark 4.27. The completion symmetry Ĥ(G\v,~a) = Ĥ(G\w,~a) does not descend to
Crapo’s invariant, see the counterexample in (2.24). We cannot apply formula (4.2) for
the limit d → 0, because the restriction to conformal indices forces some subgraphs to
diverge at d = 0. It follows from (4.19) that the complement G\I of any set I ⊂ VG of
independent (non-adjacent) vertices is divergent, violating the premise of Lemma 2.45.
4.4 Twist
Whenever a conformal graph can be disconnected by deleting 2 or 3 vertices, the Hepp
bounds Ĥ(G\v,~a) are forced to vanish (Remark 4.26) or they factorize by Proposi-
tion 4.10. If G is 4-vertex-connected, no such simplification applies, but the twist from
[97, Section 2.6] provides identities between different graphs with a 4-separation.
Definition 4.28. Suppose a graph G has an edge bipartition EG = S unionsq T into two
subgraphs with precisely four vertices {p, q, r, s} in common (see Figure 17). The graph
obtained by a double transposition p↔ q and r ↔ s on T (or S) is called a twist of G.
A single graph can have a lot of twists. Even for a fixed intersection set {p, q, r, s}, we
can consider three different double transpositions, and whenever there are edges with
both ends in {p, q, r, s}, we may distribute those edges arbitrarily among S and T . Note
that the construction of a twist G′ from G gives a bijection of the edges EG′ ∼= EG.
Theorem 4.29. Consider a graph G and a twist G′ with indices ~a that are conformal
for G and G′. Then the periods P̂(G\v,~a) = P̂(G′\w,~a) coincide for all vertices v, w.
This is an identity of meromorphic functions on the vector space of indices ~a that
make both graphs G and G′ conformal at the same time. We can specialize the indices
to particular values, provided those stay away from singularities.
Corollary 4.30. Suppose that G1 and G2 are p-log with unit indices. If their completions
are twists of each other, then P (G1) = P (G2).
A proof in d = 4 dimensions is given in [97, Theorem 2.2]. With (4.4) in dimensional
regularization [35], the invariance [99, Equation (1.18)] of graphical functions under
double transposition shows that Theorem 4.29 holds for arbitrary dimensions, see the
paragraph after [99, Theorem 3.20]. We demonstrate the analogue for the Hepp bound.
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Figure 18: The most general twist p↔ q, r ↔ s of a graph with four vertices.
Theorem 4.31. Suppose that G′ is a twist of G. Then the rational functions Ĥ(G\v,~a)
and Ĥ(G′\w,~a) coincide on the space of indices ~a that are conformal for both G and G′.
For the proof, we follow the strategy used above to establish completion invariance.
We fill in missing edges with both ends in S or T by giving them the index d/2, and
we replace parallel edges within S or T by a single edge. It thus suffices to consider the
case where S ∼= Kn and T ∼= Km are complete, simple graphs on n,m ≥ 4 vertices.
The corresponding graphs G ∼= G′ are isomorphic to the quotient Gn,m of the disjoint
unionKnunionsqKm by the identification of four vertex pairs. Any two of these shared vertices
Q = {p, q, r, s} are connected by precisely two edges in Gn,m, one coming from S and
the other coming from T .
Example 4.32. The graph G4,4 has only the four separating vertices and twelve edges.
With the labels in Figure 18, the twist identity between G4,4\q and G′4,4\q claims that
Ĥ
(
, a+ a¯− d2 , b+ b¯− d2 , c+ c¯− d2
)
= Ĥ
(
, a+ e¯− d2 , b+ f¯ − d2 , c+ c¯− d2
)
. (∗)
This is wrong for generic indices, but the conformality δr = 0 in G4,4 in G′4,4 enforces
a+ c+ f + a¯+ c¯+ f¯ = 2d = a+ c+ f + b¯+ c¯+ e¯
and therefore a¯+ f¯ = b¯+ e¯. Similarly, we find a¯+ b¯ = e¯+ f¯ from the constraints δp = 0.
We conclude that a¯ = e¯ and b¯ = f¯ , hence (∗) is clearly true.
Proof of Theorem 4.31. As for completion, we perform an induction over the number of
vertices of G. The minimum of 4 vertices is Example 4.32. In the induction step, it
suffices to consider G = Gn,m with n+m− 4 ≥ 5 vertices, and we may assume that the
twist identity is already proven for all graphs with fewer than n+m− 4 vertices.
The function FG(~a) := Ĥ(G\v,~a) is independent of v by Theorem 4.20. According
to Lemma 4.24, the poles of FG correspond to vertex bipartitions VG = X unionsq Y where
|X| , |Y | ≥ 2. Let γ := G[X] and recall from (2.17) that the corresponding residue is
Res
ω(γ)=0
FG(~a) = d2Ĥ(γ,~a)FG/γ(~a). (†)
Let X denote the part of the partition that contains p. If X intersects Q := {p, q, r, s}
only in p, then removing p disconnects γ if X\Q contains vertices on both sides S and
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Figure 19: The left shows the subgraphs G[X] and G[Y ] in G and in the twist G′, when
{p, q} ⊆ X and {r, s} ⊆ Y . In the case {p, r} ⊆ X and {q, s} ⊆ Y on the
right, the twist p↔ q, r ↔ s swaps the parts TX and TY .
T of the 4-separation. For a non-zero residue we must have γ ⊆ S or γ ⊆ T . In this
situation, γ ∼= γ′ := G′[X] is a subgraph of both G and G′. Furthermore, the quotient
G′/γ′ is a twist of G/γ, so we know that FG/γ = FG′/γ′ by induction. It then follows
from (†) that FG and FG′ have the same residue at ω(γ) = 0.
If |X ∩Q| = 3, then we can apply the symmetric argument to Y to show that the
residues of FG and FG′ at ω(γ) = 0 coincide; recall that ω(G[X]) = ω(G[Y ]) by (4.19).
The case X ⊇ Q means Y ∩Q = ∅, and we proceed in the same way. Connectedness
of Y implies that Y ⊆ S or Y ⊆ T , and G[Y ] = G′[Y ] are literally the same graphs.
It remains to compare the residues when |X ∩Q| = |Y ∩Q| = 2. Compute FG/γ by
deleting the special vertex corresponding to γ, so we can rewrite (†) symmetrically as
Res
ω(G[X])=0
FG(~a) = d2Ĥ(G[X],~a) Ĥ(G[Y ],~a) . (‡)
If X ∩ Q = {p, q}, then G[X] and G′[X] differ only by turning around one of the two
sides SX := γ ∩ S and TX := γ ∩ T (Figure 19). This operation shown on the right in
Figure 12 does not change the cycle matroid [117]. Hence the Hepp bounds of G[X] and
G′[X] agree, similarly for Y . So again, FG and FG′ have the same residue.
Finally consider the case where X ∩ Q = {p, r} and Y ∩ Q = {q, s}, illustrated on
the right in Figure 19. Set SY := S ∩ G[Y ] and TY := T ∩ G[Y ] and write SeY for the
graph SY with one extra edge e between q and s; similarly SeX is SX with an extra edge
e connecting p and r. Define T fX and T
f
Y analogously. Then (‡) becomes the product
Res
ω(G[X])=0
FG(~a) = d2Ĥ(SeX ,~a) Ĥ
(
T fX ,~a
)
Ĥ(SeY ,~a) Ĥ
(
T fY ,~a
)
by applying (4.12) to G[X] = SeX e⊕f T fX and G[Y ] = SeY e⊕f T fY . We get the same
product as the residue of the twist FG′ at ω(G′[X ′]) = 0 if we set
X ′ := (X ∩ VS) ∪ (Y ∩ VT \Q) and Y ′ := (Y ∩ VS) ∪ (X ∩ VT \Q),
because then G′[X ′] = SeX e⊕f T fY and G′[Y ′] = SeY e⊕f T fX (see Figure 19). This shows
that FG and FG′ have the same residue at ω(G[X]) = 0, because ω(G[X]) = ω(G′[X ′]).
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delete p←−−−−−
p
twist←−−→
p
delete p−−−−−→
Figure 20: The twist of P7,4 (left) is P7,7 (right) for the graphs listed in [97].
Note that the cut edges C = CS unionsq CT connecting G[X] with G[Y ] decompose into the
cut CS = C ∩ S joining SX with SY and the cut CT = C ∩ T between TX and TY . The
same cut edges separate G′[X ′] from G′[Y ′], so by (4.19) we get
ω(G′[X ′]) = 12
(∑
e∈C
a?e − d
)
= ω(G[X]).
In conclusion, we have shown that FG − FG′ has no poles, so it must be a constant
rational number just as in the proof of Theorem 4.21. Now pick the particular values
a?e = dn−1 , a
?
f = dm−1 and a
?
h = d6
(
1− n−4n−1 − m−4m−1
)
uniformly for all edges e ∈ S = Kn and f ∈ T = Km with at most one end in Q,
and the 12 edges h with both ends in Q = {p, q, r, s}. These indices are conformal and
convergent: If |X ∩Q| = 2 and |X ∩ VS | = 2 + k and |X ∩ VT | = 2 + l, we find that
ω(G[X]) = d2
(
k(n−4−k)
n−1 +
l(m−4−l)
m−1 +
1
3 +
2
3
n−4
n−1 +
2
3
m−4
m−1
)
> 0
because k ≤ |VS\Q| = n − 4 and l ≤ m − 4. In the case with |X ∩Q| ≤ 1 and say
X ⊆ VS , we get ω(G[X]) = d2 k−1n−1(n− 1− k) > 0 where k := |X| and thus 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 3.
We may therefore evaluate FG and FG′ at the indices ~a defined above. By construction,
the indices on G′ ∼= G = Gn,m are the same and therefore FG(~a) = FG′(~a) is trivial.
Example 4.33. The vertex complements G\p and G′\p of a twist pair differ by replacing
one side of a 3-separation along {q, r, s}, see Figure 20 for an explicit example. The twists
where T has this particular shape are studied as magic identities in [56].
4.5 Fourier split and uniqueness
The recently described Fourier split [70] is a vast generalization of the old ‘uniqueness’
relations [73–75]. It takes the planar dual on one side of a 3-separation.
Definition 4.34. Given a graph G with three marked vertices {u, v, w}, the star over
G is the graph G obtained by adding a vertex ‘∞’ with edges α = u∞, β = v∞ and
γ = w∞ as in Figure 21. The triangle over G is the graph G created by adding three
edges α = vw, β = wu and γ = uv to G. We call G externally planar if G is planar,
and then a dual of G is an externally planar graph H such that H = (G )?.
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G =
v
u
α
β
γ
w
G G =
v
u
α
γ
β
∞
w
G (G )? =
v
u
α
γ
β
w
H = H
Figure 21: The triangle G , star G and dual H of an externally planar graph G.
G =
w
u
v
S T −→
v
w
u
w
u
v
S′ T −→ G′ =
w
u
v
S′ T
Figure 22: Fourier split G′ of G along a 3-separation S unionsq T .
Example 4.35. The star G = with terminals {u, v, w} is externally planar with
G = and dual (G )? = = H for H = . So, as externally planar graphs, the
star and the triangle are dual to each other.
A marked graph G is externally planar if and only if it admits a planar embedding
such that u, v and w lie on the exterior face. The construction of a dual H is illustrated
in Figure 21. Note that the marked vertices of H are in a well-defined sense ‘opposite’
to those of G. For example, the vertex u in H corresponds to the face vw∞ in G .
Definition 4.36. Suppose that the graph G has an edge bipartition EG = S unionsq T that
meets in precisely three vertices {u, v, w}, and that S is externally planar with dual S′.
The corresponding Fourier split is the graph obtained by gluing S′ and T along {u, v, w}.
The Fourier split is shown schematically in Figure 22; see [70, Figure 3] for an explicit
example. We assume that S and T are connected, such that `(G) = `(S) + `(T ) + 2 and
0 = ω(G) = ω(S) + ω(T )− d.
When both S and T have the same degree of convergence ω(S) = ω(T ) = d/2, the
Fourier split identity [70, Theorem 2.8] relates the periods of G and its Fourier split.
Theorem 4.37. Let G′ denote a Fourier split of G for a bipartition EG = S unionsqT . Write
~a and ~b for the indices on T and S, respectively. Then P(G′,~a,~b) = P(G,~a?,~b) holds on
the space of indices such that ω(S) = ω(T ).
Example 4.38. A 3-valent vertex p is called unique [75] if the dual indices at p sum to
d (we call this conformal, δp = 0, in Definition 4.16). The three edges S between p and
its neighbours {u, v, w} form one side of a 3-separation with ω(S) = d/2, so the period
is unchanged if we replace the star S by a triangle with the dual indices. This special
case of a Fourier split amounts to a star-triangle (∆ − Y ) transformation G → G′ and
the corresponding identities are known as uniqueness relations [73–75].
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The proof in [70, Theorem 2.8] uses duality for graphical functions [65]. Our derivation
below stays entirely in Schwinger parameters, and it adapts easily to the Hepp bound.
Proof of Theorem 4.37. If we expand the graph polynomial of S as a function of the
parameters of the additional three edges {α, β, γ}, we get [23, Example 32]
ΨS = (αβ + αγ + βγ)ΨS + (β + γ)ΦuS + (α+ γ)ΦvS + (α+ β)ΦwS + ΦS (4.22)
in terms of spanning forest polynomials [29]. For example, ΦS =
∑
F
∏
e∈S\F xe is a
sum over all spanning forests F of S with precisely three connected components, each
containing one of the marked vertices. We only use that ΦS is homogeneous of degree
ω(S) + 2 and that ΦuS ,ΦvS ,ΦwS are homogeneous of degree ω(S) + 1. Similarly, we have
ΨS = αβγΨS + α(β + γ)ΦuS + β(α+ γ)ΦvS + γ(α+ β)ΦwS + (α+ β + γ)ΦS
with the same spanning forest polynomials [23, Example 33]. Let λ := αβ + αγ + βγ
and set ze := λ/xe for e ∈ S. Consider the dual H of S such that (H )? = S , then
ΨH (~z, α, β, γ) = λ−`(S)−1
( ∏
e∈S
ze
)
ΨS (~x, α, β, γ) (∗)
follows from duality (4.8) and comparison with (4.22). Now specialize to α := ΦuT /ΨT ,
β := ΦvT /ΨT and γ := ΦwT /ΨT . It is shown in [29, Proposition 22] that αβ+αγ+βγ = λ
is then equal to λ = ΦT /ΨT . Therefore, (4.22) specializes to
ΨTΨS = ΨSΦT + ΦuSΦvT + ΦuSΦwT + ΦvSΦuT + ΦvSΦwT + ΦwSΦuT + ΦwSΦvT + ΦSΨT .
This expression is equal to ΨG, see [29, Theorem 23]. We can thus write (∗) as
Φ`(S)+1T ΨG′(~z, ~y) = Ψ
`(S)+1
T
( ∏
e∈S
ze
)
ΨG(~x, ~y) (4.23)
where ~y = (ye)e∈T denotes the Schwinger parameters of the edges in T , ~x = (xe)e∈S
are the parameters of S and ze = λ/xe. The Fourier split identity follows directly from
(4.23) by the change of variables ~x→ ~z in the Mellin integral (2.1), because
1
[ΨG(~x, ~y)]d/2
∏
e∈S
xaee =
λω(S)−d/2
[ΨG′(~z, ~y)]d/2
∏
e∈S
zd/2−aee .
Theorem 4.39. Let G′ denote a Fourier split of G for a bipartition EG = S unionsqT . Write
~a and ~b for the indices on T and S, respectively. Then H(G′,~a,~b) = H(G,~a?,~b) holds
on the space of indices such that ω(S) = ω(T ).
Proof. Multiply (4.23) by Ψ`(T )+1T to clear denominators, then we obtain the identity
ΨT (~y)`(T )+1ΦT (~y)`(S)+1ΨG′(~z, ~y) =
( ∏
e∈S
ze
)
ΨG
(
ΦT (~y)
z1
, . . . , ΦT (~y)z|S| ,ΨT (~y) · ~y
)
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of polynomials in the variables ~y and ~z. Each monomial in ~y and ~z appears with the
same coefficient on the left and on the right, and spanning forest polynomials have only
positive coefficients. So the maximum monomial that appears on either side is equal to
ΨtrT (~y)`(T )+1ΦtrT (~y)`(S)+1ΨtrG′(~z, ~y) =
( ∏
e∈S
ze
)
ΨtrG
(
ΦtrT (~y)
z1
, . . . ,
ΦtrT (~y)
z|S|
,ΨtrT (~y) · ~y
)
,
where ΦtrT denotes the maximum monomial of ΦT . Set λtr := ΦtrT /ΨtrT and change the
definition of ~z to ze := λtr/xe, then we can write this tropical version of (4.23) as
(λtr)`(S)+1ΨtrG′(~z, ~y) =
( ∏
e∈S
ze
)
ΨtrG(~x, ~y).
Changing variables ~x→ ~z in the Mellin integral (1.13) as before proves the theorem.
Example 4.40. Consider the complete graph K4 with labels as in Figure 16. Its Hepp
bound (3.19) simplifies on the hyperplanes where a vertex or a triangle becomes unique.
For example, on the subspace H = {~a : a2 + a4 + a6 = d/2} we can replace the triangle
{1, 3, 5} by a unique star. The series (4.14) reduces G′ = to the dipole D2 from (2.15):
H(K4,~a) |H = H( , a?1, a2, a?3, a4, a?5, a6) |H = d/2(a
?
1+a4)(a?3+a6)(a?5+a2)
a?1a2a
?
3a4a
?
5a6(a1−a4)(a3−a6)(a5−a2) .
5 φ4 theory
The inequality P (G) ≤ H(G) from (1.6) was the initial motivation to study the Hepp
bound. In this section we investigate this relation and discuss improved bounds.
For simplicity we will only consider p-log graphs in d = 4 dimensions with unit indices
ae = 1 on each edge, that is, graphs G such that
• |EG| = 2`(G) and
• |γ| > 2`(γ) for every subgraph ∅ 6= γ ( G.
These graphs are particularly interesting, since their periods contribute to the beta
function of scalar field theories in 4 dimensions of space-time. The best understood case
is scalar φ4 theory [77, 79, 100], which consists of graphs with degree at most four at
each vertex. More than a thousand periods of these φ4-graphs are known [90, 100].
5.1 Period correlation
Every p-log φ4-graph G is a vertex complement G = H\v in a 4-regular graph H = Ĝ,
called the completion of G (Example 4.18). Graphs with the same completion have the
same period and Hepp bound, see subsection 4.3. We call a 4-regular graph H primitive
if its vertex complements are p-log, so that P (H\v) and H(H\v) are finite (and inde-
pendent of v). This condition is equivalent to H being cyclically 6-edge-connected, that
is, the only 4-edge cuts of H are those separating off a single vertex [97, Proposition 2.1].
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`(G) Ĝ P (G) H(G)
1 P1,1 1 2
3 P3,1 7.2 84
4 P4,1 20.7 572
5 P5,1 55.6 3702
P3,1 · P3,1 52.0 3528
6 P6,1 168.3 26220
P3,1 · P4,1 149.6 24024
P6,2 132.2 21912
P6,3 107.7 18828
P6,4 71.5 13968
`(G) Ĝ P (G) H(G)
7 P7,1 527.7 190952
P4,1 · P4,1 430.1 163592
P3,1 · P5,1 400.9 155484
P7,2 380.9 149426
P3,1 · P3,1 · P3,1 375.2 148176
P7,3 336.1 136114
{P7,4, P7,7} 294.0 123260
P7,6 273.5 116860
{P7,5, P7,10} 254.8 110864
P7,9 216.9 98568
P7,11 200.4 92984
P7,8 183.0 87088
Table 2: The periods and Hepp bounds for all primitive completed φ4-graphs with up to
7 loops, as illustrated in Figure 2. The graphs P7,4 and P7,7 are Fourier dual
and thus share the same period and Hepp bound; similarly for P7,5 and P7,10.
The primitive 4-regular graphs H = P`,k are enumerated in [97], where ` = `(G) =
`(H\v) = `(H)− 3 refers to the loop number of the uncompleted graphs. For example,
P3,1 = K5 represents the graph K4 = with 3 loops from (1.3) and (1.9). With the
recursion (3.4) we computed the Hepp bounds of all primitives with ` ≤ 11 loops. Periods
are only known completely through 7 loops [90]. Table 2 summarizes the comparison.
For completed graphs H, the product (4.12) from a 2-separation of H\v corresponds
to a 3-separation of H [97, Section 2.5]. So the entry P3,1 ·P3,1 in Table 2 corresponds to
Example 4.11. The only identities between different completed graphs up to 7 loops are
two dualities, which connect the planar uncompletions of P7,4 and P7,7, as well as the
planar uncompletions of P7,5 and P7,10. The latter duality is shown in Figure 11, where
G = P7,5\9 and G? = P7,10\v for any v (P7,10 is vertex transitive).
Table 2 shows that the Hepp bound is much larger than the period, in fact by several
orders of magnitude at higher loop orders (see subsection 5.3 for improvements). Apart
from an overall scale, however, the relative variations of the Hepp bound follow the period
surprisingly closely. This is illustrated at 7 loops in Figure 2. To compare different loop
orders, we use logarithmic coordinates. Recall that Ĥ(G) = H(G) /2, so we set
ξ(G) :=
( ln(H(G) /2)
`(G)− 1 ,
lnP (G)
`(G)− 1
)
because `(G)− 1 is additive under 2-sums (4.11). This choice of variables linearizes the
product (4.12): If G = G1 e⊕f G2 is a 2-sum, then the point ξ(G) = λξ(G1)+(1−λ)ξ(G2)
lies on the straight line between ξ(G1) and ξ(G2) at λ = (`(G1)− 1)/(`(G)− 1).
Figure 23 of all known periods up to 11 loops contains more than a thousand points
and demonstrates the persistence of the correlation and its uniformity across loop orders.
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Figure 23: φ4 periods from [90] and their Hepp bounds (products not included). Graphs
with 6 and 8 loops are highlighted with orange diamonds and blue circles.
=
P8,30 P8,31 P8,35 P8,36
Figure 24: The smallest φ4 primitives with unexplained Hepp bound equalities.
Remark 5.1. Despite the strong correlation evident in Figure 2 and Figure 23, we cannot
strengthen Conjecture 1.2 to the equivalence P (G1) ≤ P (G2) ⇔ H(G1) ≤ H(G2) of
inequalities. In other words, the plots are not monotone—though one needs to zoom in
closely to notice this. For example, in [90] we find that
5548.00 ≈ P (P10,48\v) < P (P10,255\v) ≈ 5549.93, but
32743060 = H(P10,48\v) > H(P10,255\v) = 32740360.
5.2 Unexplained identities
The first examples of equal Hepp bounds in φ4 theory that do not follow from any known
symmetry are H(P8,30\v) = H(P8,36\v) and H(P8,31\v) = H(P8,35\v) as stated in (1.8).
These four graphs are depicted in Figure 24 and structurally rather different:
graph Ĝ Aut(Ĝ) triangles ancestor uncompletions c2(G)
P8,30 Z/2Z 4 P7,11 5 −z3
P8,31 Z/2Z× Z/2Z 3 P7,8 7 −z2
P8,35 D8 4 P8,35 2 −z2
P8,36 D5 5 P8,36 2 −z3
Both P8,30 and P8,31 have a double triangle and are thus descendants of P7,11 and P7,8,
respectively, in the terminology of [97]. Their Hepp bound partners P8,35 and P8,36 have
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` primitives = Heppbounds +
Fourier
& twist +
Fourier
split +
unexplained
identities
7 11 = 9 + 2 + 0 + 0
8 41 = 29 + 10 + 0 + 2
9 190 = 129 + 55 + 1 + 5
10 1182 = 776 + 346 + 13 + 47
11 8687 = 6030 + 2411 + 55 + 191
Table 3: Tally of known and unexplained identities of Hepp bounds of φ4 graphs.
no double triangles and larger, dihedral symmetry groups: P8,35 arises by attaching two
vertices to the circulant C81,4 and P8,36 features a cyclic arrangement of five triangles.
Apart from the equality of Hepp bounds, it is notable that also the c2-invariants and
the permanents coincide within both pairs of graphs. In particular the latter indicates a
strong relationship of these pairs, because the permanent is a very rich invariant—except
for relations following from the four symmetries of [97], the permanents of two different
graphs coincide only in very few cases [44, Appendix A].
We are thus led to Conjecture 1.2, motivated by the expectation that all these identities
are not accidents but rather a consequence of some underlying combinatorial relationship
of the graphs, like the symmetries in section 4. This structure remains to be identified,
but we hope that a mechanism explaining equality of Hepp bounds, permanents and c2
invariants might also force the periods to be equal.
All data from [90] is compatible with Conjecture 1.2 and further corroborated by
[70]. We computed the Hepp bounds for all primitive φ4 graphs with ` ≤ 11 loops, and
whenever two graphs share the same Hepp bound and their periods are known, then the
periods indeed coincide. The same holds for the known c2 invariants [70, 90] and the
permanents computed in [44]. Note that this is necessary for Conjecture 1.2 to be viable,
because it is conjectured that graphs with equal period have the same c2 invariant [26,
Conjecture 5] and the same permanent [45, Conjecture 1].
Out of the four graphs in Figure 24, only P8,31 could be computed in [90]. The number
of unknown 8-loop φ4 periods would drop from 8 in [90] to 6 if the conjectures
P (P8,30\v) ?= P (P8,36\v) and P (P8,31\v) ?= P (P8,35\v)
were to be verified. At higher loop orders, there are many more period relations that
would follow through Conjecture 1.2 from unexplained identities of Hepp bounds. The
summary in Table 3 starts out with the number of irreducible primitives, i.e. completed
primitive φ4 graphs that do not have a three-vertex cut. In this setup of [97], product
relations are absent and the completion symmetry is automatically taken care of.
The number of different Hepp bounds (third column) is smaller, because different
completion classes can evaluate to the same Hepp bound. The bulk of these identities is
explained by the twist and Fourier relations from [97], and a few more identities follow
from the Fourier split discussed in [70]. From 8 loops onwards, there are leftover identities
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of Hepp bounds that are not explained by any of these symmetries (last column), the
first examples of which are (1.8).
5.3 Improved bounds
The wheel graphs W` illustrate the huge gap between the Hepp bound and the period:
According to Proposition 3.19, their Hepp bounds grow by a factor of 9 per loop, whereas
the periods only gain a factor of 4 per loop [20]:
P (W`) =
(
2`− 2
`− 1
)
ζ (2`− 3) ∼ 4
`−1
√
pi`
.
To improve the bound, we can drop the numerator |γ1| · · · |G/γ`−1| in the formula (3.2)
that sums over flags γ1 ( · · · ( γ` = G of bridgeless subgraphs (see Corollary 5.6). This
follows from an approximation of the graph polynomial ΨG by products of one-loop
graphs, within the sector associated to the flag,
D1piγ• :=
{
0 < max
e∈γ1
xe < max
e∈γ2/γ1
xe < · · · < max
e∈G/γ`−1
xe
}
⊂ RN+ . (5.1)
Theorem 5.2. The period P (G) ≤ Hlog (G) is bounded by
Hlog (G) :=
∑
γ•∈F1piG
c|γ1|c|γ2\γ1| · · · c|G\γ`−1|
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γ`−1) , (5.2)
where the positive reals cn ∈ R are defined for all integers n ≥ 1 by
cn :=
∫
[0,1]n
dx1 · · · dxn
(x1 + · · ·+ xn)2 δ
(
1− max
1≤i≤n
xi
)
. (5.3)
Example 5.3. With Table 4, the flags of K4 from Example 3.3 give the bound
Hlog (K4) = 12c3c2c11 · 1 + 6
c4c1c1
2 · 1 = 72 ln 3− 96 ln 2 ≈ 12.56.
Proof. For any subgraph γ ⊆ G, the spanning trees T ∈ TG with the property that
F = γ∩T is a spanning forest of γ are easily seen to stand in bijection with pairs (F, T ′)
of spanning forests F of γ and spanning trees T ′ of the quotient G/γ [24, Proposition 2.2].
Applied to a bridgeless flag γ• ∈ F1piG with ` = `(G) elements, this gives an injection
Tγ1 × Tγ2/γ1 × · · · × TG/γ`−1 ↪→ TG, (T1, . . . , T`) 7→ T1 ∪ · · · ∪ T`
covering precisely those spanning trees T ∈ TG such that T ∩ γk is a spanning forest of
γk, for each 1 ≤ k ≤ `. In terms of the graph polynomials, this gives the inequality
ΨG ≥ Ψγ1Ψγ2/γ1 · · ·ΨG/γ`−1 , (5.4)
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n 1 2 3 4 5
cn 1 1 6 ln 2− 3 ln 3 36 ln 3− 56 ln 2 360 ln 2− 135 ln 3− 1252 ln 5
≈ 0.863 ≈ 0.734 ≈ 0.630
Table 4: The coefficients (5.3) that appear in the numerator of the improved bound (5.2).
which goes back to [9, Proposition 3.5] and is crucial for the desingularization of Feynman
integrals [24, 101]. The quotients γk/γk−1 are cycles, such that Ψγk/γk−1 =
∑
e∈γk\γk−1 xe,
and we can therefore estimate the period integral over the flag sector (5.1) by
∫
D1piγ•
Ω
Ψ2G
=
∫
D1piγ•
Ω
Ψ2G
∏`
k=1
∫ ∞
0
dλk δ
(
λk − max
e∈γk/γk−1
xe
)
≤
∫
0<λ1<···<λ`=1
`−1∏
k=1
λ
|γk/γk−1|
k
dλk
λ3k
∏`
k=1
c|γk/γk−1|
by changing variables to xe = λkye for e ∈ γk. The iterated integral over the λk’s
generates the product ∏`−1k=1(|γk| − 2k) = ∏`−1k=1 ω(γk) in the denominator of (5.2).
We can relabel the maximal Schwinger parameter in (5.3) to be x1, so that
cn = n
∫
[0,1]n−1
dx2 · · · dxn
(1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn)2 . (5.5)
For small n, these integrals are listed in Table 4. For large n, they grow asymptotically
like cn ∼ 4/n+O(n−2), but we will not use this. From n ≥ 3, they involve logarithms,
cn =
1
(n− 3)!
n∑
k=2
(
n
k
)
(−1)k+n+1kn−2 ln k, (5.6)
which follows in the limit ρ→ −3 from the elementary integral (for non-integral ρ)
n∏
e=2
∫ 1
0
dxe
(
1 +
n∑
i=2
xi
)ρ+1
= 1(ρ+ 2) · · · (ρ+ n)
∑
I⊆{2,...,n}
(−1)n−|I| (1 + |I|)ρ+n .
Remark 5.4. The improved boundHlog (G) does not respect any of the period symmetries
exactly. For example, the two uncompletions in Figure 1 differ slightly:
Hlog
( )
= 6(c6+3c5+9c4+6c3+10c23+7c3c4) ≈ 156.63 6= Hlog
( )
≈ 156.54.
Lemma 5.5. The sequence cn defined in (5.3) starts with c1 = c2 = 1 and is strictly
decreasing thereafter. In particular, cn ≤ 1 for all n.
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Ĝ P (G) H(G) Hden (G)
P1,1 1 2 1
P3,1 7.2 84 15
P4,1 20.7 572 59
P5,1 55.6 3702 224
P3,1 · P3,1 52.0 3528 216
Ĝ P (G) H(G) Hden (G)
P6,1 168.3 26220 909.5
P3,1 · P4,1 149.6 24024 852
P6,2 132.2 21912 795.5
P6,3 107.7 18828 709.5
P6,4 71.5 13968 567
Table 5: Comparison of the Hepp bound and its improvement (5.7) for ` ≤ 6 loops.
Proof. Let yi := x1 + · · ·+xi−1 +xi+1 + · · ·+xn, then the convexity of x 7→ x−2 implies(
n∑
i=1
xi
)−2
=
(
1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
yi
)−2
=
(
n− 1
n
)2( 1
n
n∑
i=1
yi
)−2
≤ (n− 1)
2
n3
n∑
i=1
1
y2i
.
Now set x1 := 1 and integrate over x2, . . . , xn, then using (5.5) we find that
cn ≤ (n− 1)
2
n2
n∑
i=1
∫
[0,1]n−1
dx2 · · · dxn
y2i
= (n− 1)
2
n2
(
cn−1 +
cn−1
n− 3
)
. (∗)
Here we exploited that each of the n − 1 summands with i > 1 just integrates to cn−1n−1 ,
whereas the first summand with i = 1 contributes the term cn−1n−3 according to (5.3) and∫
[0,1]n−1
dx2 · · · dxn
(x2 + · · ·+ xn)2 =
∫ 1
0
tn−1
t2
dt
t
∫
[0,1]n−1
dy2 · · · dyn
(y2 + · · ·+ yn)2 δ
(
1− max
2≤i≤n
yi
)
,
upon changing variables to t := max2≤i≤n xi and xi = tyi. From (∗) then we see that
cn
cn−1
≤ 1− n
2 − 5n+ 2
n2(n− 3) < 1
for all n ≥ 5, and the remaining relations c4 < c3 < c2 are demonstrated in Table 4.
Corollary 5.6. The period P (G) ≤ Hden (G) is bounded by the rational number
Hden (G) :=
∑
γ•∈F1piG
1
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γ`(G)−1)
∈ Q. (5.7)
This slightly bigger, but rational bound follows from (5.2) because the products of ck
in the numerators are ≤ 1. For Example 3.3, Hden (K4) = 12 · 11·1 + 6 · 12·1 = 15 is much
closer to P (K4) ∼= 7.2 than H(K4) = 84. More comparisons are given in Table 5.
In contrast toHlog (G), the rational boundHden (G) does respect completion symmetry
Hden (G\v) = Hden (G\w), and the same proof as for Theorem 4.21 applies. But the
other symmetries fail: Duality is violated by the pair (P7,5\9)? ∼= P7,10\v from Figure 11:
Hden (P7,5\9) = 50152 6= 2517 = Hden (P7,10\v) .
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For the twist from Figure 20, we find the values
Hden (P7,4\p) = 108554 6= 54432 = Hden (P7,7\p) ,
and there is no product relation between 225 = Hden (K4)2 and the 2-sum
Hden
( )
= Hden
(
e⊕f
)
= 216.
Remark 5.7. An analogous improvement applies to the formula (3.6) expressing the Hepp
bound as a sum over flags of flats (induced subgraphs). The integration sector is then
Dflatγ• :=
{
0 < min
e∈γ1
xe < min
e∈γ2/γ1
xe < · · · < min
e∈M/γr−1
xe
}
⊂ RN+ ,
and we arrive at the improved rational bound Hflatden (G) ≥ P (G) given by
Hflatden (G) :=
∑
γ•∈FflatG
1
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γrk(G)−1)
∈ Q.
For planar graphs, Remark 4.7 shows Hflatden (G) = Hden (G?), but otherwise the improved
bounds are unrelated. The bound Hflatden (G) violates all symmetries, even completion:
Hflatden
( )
= 218 6= 216 = Hflatden
( )
= Hden
( )
= Hden
( )
.
Proposition 5.8. The improved Hepp bounds of the wheel graphs with n loops are
Hden (Wn) = Hflatden (Wn) = −
n(n− 3)
2(n− 2) +
2
4n
n∑
k=1
(
2n− 2k
n− k
)(
2k
k
)
k · 5n−k ∼ 5
n+1/2
8
√
pin
.
Proof. Note that W ?n = Wn is self-dual. For the improved bound Hflatden (Wn), the numer-
ator a?M/γ disappears from the recursion (3.11). With this modification, the calculation
as in the proof of Proposition 3.19 produces the generating function
∞∑
n=3
Hden (Wn) zn = z
3(z − 2)
2(1− z)2 − 4z
2 log(1− z) + z√
(1− 5z)(1− z)3 .
The numerator |γ1| · · · |G/γ`−1| in the flag formula (3.2) is at most 2`, because the
factors add to |EG| = 2`. The improved bound is therefore at least Hden (G) ≥ H(G) /2`,
so the gain of 5/9 per loop in the ratio Hden (Wn) /H(Wn) is almost as good as possible.
Up to the overall scale, the improved bounds show a very similar correlation as in
Figure 23 (see Table 5). The most notable difference is that a single period branches into
several data points with slightly different abscissa, due to the violation of symmetries.
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6 Polyhedral geometry
In the spirit of tropical geometry, let us change variables from the Schwinger parameters
xi = e−yi to their logarithms yi = − log xi. Then ∏i/∈T xi = exp (−~y ·~eT c) in terms of
the characteristic vector ~eT c =
∑
i/∈T ~ei ∈ RN of the complement T c of any spanning
tree T . In the affine chart x1 = 1, the Hepp bound integrand from (1.13) then becomes
Ω(~a)
(ΨtrG)d/2
∣∣∣∣∣
x1=1
= exp
[
−~y · ~a− d2 maxT∈TG (−~y ·~eT c)
]
y1=0
dy2 · · · dyN .
Definition 6.1. The exponent defines a continuous, piecewise linear function
RN 3 ~y 7→ ω~a(~y) := ~y · ~a+ d2 maxT∈TG (−~y ·~eT c) (6.1)
where, as always, d2 =
a1+···+aN
`(G) is fixed by the constraint ω~a(G) = 0.
2 In particular,
locally this function is a homogeneous bilinear form in ~y and ~a.
Corollary 6.2. The Hepp bound integral (1.13) can be written as3
H(G,~a) =
∫
RN
e−ω~a(~y)δ(yi)dN~y. (6.2)
As the notation suggests, Definition 6.1 generalizes the superficial degree of conver-
gence (2.3): For the characteristic vector ~eγ =
∑
i∈γ ~ei of a subgraph γ ⊆ G, we observe
−~eγ ·~eT c = |γ ∩ T | − |γ| = κ(γ)− κ(γ ∩ T )− `(γ)
by (2.2) and `(γ∩T ) = 0. Here we consider both γ and γ∩T as graphs on the same set of
vertices, so the number of connected components κ(γ∩T ) is at least κ(γ). Consequently,
ω~a(~eγ) = ~eγ · ~a− d2`(γ) + maxT∈TG (κ(γ)− κ(γ ∩ T )) = ω~a(γ) (6.3)
indeed coincides with (2.3) and the maximum is attained precisely on all those trees T
for which T ∩ γ is a spanning forest of γ. Assuming d > 0, (6.1) is a maximum of linear
forms, and hence ω~a(~y) is a convex function of ~y. It describes two convex polyhedra [68]:
Definition 6.3. We define the Newton polytope NG(~a) and its polar N ◦G(~a) as
NG(~a) := ~a− d2 conv {~eT c : T ∈ TG} ⊂ RN and (6.4)
N ◦G(~a) :=
⋂
T∈TG
{
~y : ~y · (~a− d2~eT c) ≤ 1} ⊂ RN , (6.5)
where conv {~v1, . . . , ~vn} = {∑ni=1 λi~vi : ∑ni=1 λi = 1 and all λi ≥ 0} is the convex hull.
We abbreviate the case of unit indices as NG := NG(1, . . . , 1) and N ◦G := N ◦G(1, . . . , 1).
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N ◦ (1, 1)
−1
1
1 2−1−2
y1
y2
b
b
N (1, 1)
N ◦
(
3
2
,
1
2
)
−1
1
1 2−1−2
y1
y2
b
b
N
(
3
2
,
1
2
)
Figure 25: The Newton polytope (line segment) and its polar (shaded unbounded region)
for the bubble graph C2 = . The figure to the left shows unit indices
a1 = a2 = 1, the other depicts ~a = (1.5, 0.5).
Remark 6.4. Every vector ~a − d2~eT c is a vertex of NG(~a) and lies in the hyperplane
orthogonal to the diagonal vector ~1 := (1, . . . , 1) = ~eG, because ~1 · ~eT c = `(G) as
discussed above and ~1 ·~a− d2`(G) = ω(G) = 0. Hence the dimension of NG(~a) is at most
N − 1. It also implies that the function (6.1) is invariant under translations by ~1, that
is ω~a(~y + λ~1) = ω~a(~y) for all real λ. Hence N ◦G(~a) contains the line R ·~1. In summary,
NG(~a) ⊂
{
~y : ~y ·~1 = 0
}
⊂ RN and (6.6)
N ◦G(~a) = N ◦G(~a) +R ·~1. (6.7)
Example 6.5. The cycle CN with N edges {1, . . . , N} has one spanning tree T = CN \ i
for each edge i, which contributes the monomial xi to ΨCN =
∑N
i=1 xi. Hence
NCN (~a) = ~a− (a1 + . . .+ aN ) conv {~ei : 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
is an affine image of the standard simplex. For the bubble C2 = it is the line segment
N (a1, a2) = conv
{
( a1−a1 ),
(−a2
a2
)}
=
{(
λ
−λ
)
: −a2 ≤ λ ≤ a1
}
⊂ R2
illustrated in Figure 25. Its polar is the unbounded region
N ◦ (a1, a2) =
{
~y : − 1a2 ≤ y1 − y2 ≤ 1a1
}
⊂ R2.
The terminology in Definition 6.3 reflects that the convex hull conv {~eT c : T ∈ TG} of
the exponents of the monomials in ΨG is called the Newton polytope of ΨG. Note that
NG(~a) is just the translate by ~a of this polytope, after scaling it by −d2 . Similarly we can
think of an affine transformation of the polytope conv {~eT : T ∈ TG}, which is called the
spanning tree polytope [34] of G or more generally the matroid polytope [60] of M(G).
Indeed, the entire discussion in this section extends to arbitrary matroids by replacing
the spanning trees TG = BM(G) with the bases BM throughout.
2In the (uninteresting) case `(G) = |T c| = 0, we get ~eTc = 0 and thus ω~a(~y) = ~y · ~a.
3Instead of {yi = 0}, we can restrict to an arbitrary hyperplane {~y · ~ν = 0} as long as ν1 + . . .+νN = 1.
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pr⊥y4=0NU24 =
b
b
b
b
b
b
y1
y2
y3
N ◦
U24
∩ {y4 = 0} =
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
by1
y2
y3
Figure 26: The orthogonal projection of the Newton polytope of the matroid U24 to the
plane {y4 = 0}, see Example 6.6. Its polar is shown on the right.
Example 6.6. The uniform matroid U24 has
(4
2
)
= 6 bases of the form {i, j} with
1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, which form the vertices of an octahedron, see Figure 26. For unit indices
a1 = · · · = a4 = 1, we find d = 4 and the associated polytope is explicitly
NU24 = conv
{(
1
1−1
−1
)
,
(
1−1
1−1
)
,
(
1−1
−1
1
)
,
(−1
1
1−1
)
,
(−1
1−1
1
)
,
(−1
−1
1
1
)}
.
Remark 6.7. Matroid polytopes belong to the class of 0-1-polytopes [119], and NM is an
affine image of such. In particular, when all indices ae = 1 are unity and the dimension
equals 4, like in Theorem 1.3, then the vertices of NM are a subset of the cube {−1, 1}N .
The piecewise linear function (6.1) characterizes the polytopes NM (~a) and N ◦M (~a) as
ω~a(~y) = max
~z∈NM (~a)
(~y · ~z) and N ◦M (~a) =
{
~y : ω~a(~y) ≤ 1
}
. (6.8)
In particular, ω~a(~y) is also known as the support function of NM (~a) [68]. It is well known
that the exponential integral (6.2) of the support function is the volume of the polar
polytope, see for example [83] and the references therein:
Corollary 6.8. Let M denote a connected matroid on EM = {1, . . . , N} and pick any
element i ∈ EM . For all indices ~a such that N ◦M (~a) ∩ {yi = 0} is bounded, we have
H(M,~a) = (N − 1)! ·Vol
(
N ◦M (~a) ∩ {yi = 0}
)
. (6.9)
Proof. The restriction ω~a(~y)|yi=0 is the support function of the projection of NM (~a)
onto the subspace {yi = 0} ∼= RN−1 orthogonal to ~ei. The polar of this projection is
N ◦M (~a)∩{yi = 0}, and we can apply the formula discussed below equation (2) in [83].
Example 6.9. For the bubble graph in Figure 25, the projection of N (a1, a2) onto
y2 = 0 is the line segment [−a2, a1]. Its polar is N ◦ (a1, a2) ∩ {y2 = 0} = [− 1a2 , 1a1 ] and
has volume 1a1 +
1
a2
= H( ,~a), in agreement with Example 2.2.
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We learn that the Hepp bound integrals (1.13) and (6.2) converge precisely when the
polyhedron N ◦M (~a) ∩ {yi = 0} is bounded. Equivalently, the orthogonal projection of
NM (~a) onto {yi = 0} ∼= RN−1 must contain the origin in its interior. This requires that
the dimension of NM ⊂ {~y ·~1 = 0} ⊂ RN is N − 1 (as big as possible).
Lemma 6.10 ([62, Corollary 3.10] and [60, Proposition 2.4]). For a matroid M on
EM = {1, . . . , N}, the dimension of the polytope NM (~a) ⊂ RN is equal to N − κ(M).
For a disconnected matroid, the polar is thus never bounded. But if M is connected,
then the projection ofNM onto {yi = 0} has full dimensionN−1. In this case, there exist
translations ~a which put the origin inside, and then the polar is bounded. Explicitly, we
see that ~0 ∈ NM (~a) precisely when ~a ∈ d2 conv {~eT c : T ∈ BM}, according to (6.4).
Corollary 6.11. For a connected matroid M , the domain Θ ⊂ RN of absolute conver-
gence of the integrals (1.13) and (6.2) is not empty. It is the interior of the cone
Θ = R≥0 · conv {~eT c : T ∈ BM} .
It follows that the definitions of the Hepp bound by integrals (1.13) and (6.2), flags
(2.4) and volumes (6.9) are completely equivalent:
1. If M is connected, then inside the region Θ, the integral is finite and equal to the
polar volume and the Hepp bound. This local information fixes the Hepp bound
uniquely as a rational function by analytic continuation.
2. If M is not connected, the polar volume and the integral do not converge for any
indices ~a, and the combinatorial formula gives zero.
6.1 Singularities, facets and vertices
The geometry explains the origin of the singularities of the Hepp bound. First, recall
that every vertex ~v = ~a− d2~eT c of the Newton polytope NM (~a) lies in the half-spaces
hγ := {~y : ~eγ · ~y ≤ ω~a(γ)} ⊂ RN
associated to every non-empty subset γ (M , due to ~eγ ·~v = ω~a(γ)− (κ(γ∩T )−κ(γ)) ≤
ω~a(γ) from (6.3). Consequently, the Newton polytope is contained in the intersection of
all these half-spaces. The boundary hyperplanes ∂hγ slice off the faces
Fγ := NM (~a) ∩ {~y : ~eγ · ~y = ω~a(γ)}
from NM (~a). When ~a approaches the boundary ∂Θ ⊂ ⋃γ {~a : ω~a(γ) = 0} of the con-
vergence cone, then the origin lands on some such face Fγ so that the projected polar
becomes unbounded.
The poles of the Hepp bound are therefore in bijection with the facets (faces of codi-
mension one) of Θ = ⋂γ {ω(γ) ≥ 0} andNM (~a). Hence Corollary 2.38 describes precisely
those submatroids γ ⊂ M for which the hyperplanes {~y : ω(γ) = 0} and ∂hγ support
facets of Θ and NM (~a), respectively. This gives an alternative derivation of the well-
known facet description of matroid polytopes:
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Lemma 6.12 ([60, Proposition 2.6] and [62, Corollary 3.14]). Given a connected matroid
M , the facets of the polytope NM are in bijection with the submatroids ∅ 6= γ (M such
that γ and the quotient M/γ are both connected.
We denote these submatroids in (2.19) as SM . The Newton polytope is therefore
NM (~a) =
⋂
γ∈SM
{~y : ~eγ · ~y ≤ ω~a(γ)} ∩
{
~y : ~1 · ~y = 0
}
(6.10)
and none of these constraints is redundant. From these facets we read off the vertices of
the polar, making the divergences of the Hepp bound on ω~a(γ)→ 0 for γ ∈ SM apparent:
Corollary 6.13. The polar of the Newton polytope of a connected matroid M is
N ◦M (~a) = R ·~1 + conv
{
~eγ
ω~a(γ)
: γ ∈ SM
}
, (6.11)
and no γ ∈ SM is redundant. Each such γ labels a vertex of the intersection
N ◦M (~a) ∩ {yi = 0} = conv
({
~eγ
ω~a(γ)
: i /∈ γ ∈ SM
}
∪
{ −~eγc
ω~a(γ)
: i ∈ γ ∈ SM
})
. (6.12)
Example 6.14. The uniform matroid U24 has precisely 8 singular submatroids γ ∈ SU24 :
the singletons {e} and their complements (Example 2.39). For unit indices, they all have
ω(γ) = 1 and we can read off the vertices of the polar in Figure 26 directly from (6.12):
N ◦U24 ∩ {y4 = 0} = conv
{( 1
0
0
)
{1}
,
( 0
1
0
)
{2}
,
( 0
0
1
)
{3}
,
(−1
−1
−1
)
{4}
,
(−1
0
0
)
{2,3,4}
,
( 0−1
0
)
{1,3,4}
,
( 0
0−1
)
{1,2,4}
,
( 1
1
1
)
{1,2,3}
}
.
(←γ)
This rhombohedron extends the cross-polytope conv {±~e1,±~e2,±~e3} with volume 4/3
by two tetrahedra ± conv {~e1,~e2,~e3,~e1 +~e2 +~e3} which each have volume 1/3. So the
total volume is 2 and we find H(U24 ) = 3! · 2 = 12 from (6.9) in agreement with (2.9).
Remark 6.15. The Newton polytope differs from the Feynman polytope defined in [24],
which has many more facets. They are labelled by all ‘motic’ (bridgeless) subgraphs of
the given graph G, whereas only very few of those belong to SG.
6.2 Factorization
The facet Fγ defined above for a submatroid γ ∈ SM contains precisely those vertices
~v = ~a− d2~eT c of NM (~a) such that γ ∩T is a basis of γ, see (6.3). In this case we see that
T \ γ is a basis of M/γ, and hence the vertices of Fγ are in bijection with the Cartesian
product Bγ × BM/γ . The corresponding factorization
∂NM (~a) ⊃ Fγ ∼= Nγ ×NM/γ (6.13)
is the geometric incarnation of the algebraic relation ΨM ≡ ΨγΨG/γ mod I, where I is
the ideal generated by monomials of degree `(γ) + 1 in the variables {ae : e ∈ γ}. We
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G P7,4\r P7,4\q P7,4\t P7,4\p P7,4\s
|TG| 1137 1166 1168 1197 1248
|SG| 66 64 69 69 81
P7,4 =
p
q t
r s
Table 6: Facet and vertex counts of N ◦G for different uncompletions of the graph P7,4.
exploited this relation in (5.4), and it is absolutely fundamental in the study of Feynman
amplitudes and graph polynomials [9, 24, 25, 101].
Regarding the Hepp bound, we see from (6.11) that the divergence at ω~a(γ) → 0
comes from a pyramid with the runaway apex ~eγ/ω~a(γ). Its volume comes from the
piece of the integral (6.2) where ~y ranges over the cone R>0Fγ . The factorization (6.13)
thus leads to a product formula for the residue, namely (2.17).
6.3 Computations
The calculation of the volume of a convex polytope is a difficult, but very well studied
problem. In small dimensions, we can resort to exact algorithms like lrs [5]. We tested
this program on all φ4 periods with at most 7 loops. Taking the vertex description (6.12)
as input, lrs determines the facets and computes the volume. In all cases, these facets
match precisely the spanning trees according to (6.5), and the volume reproduces the
Hepp bound computed by (3.2) in line with (6.9). We found cddr+ [63] to be more
efficient for the transformation between facets and vertices, but it does not provide a
volume computation.
Such exact volume determinations are very time consuming and in our tests only
practical up to around 15 dimensions (graphs with 16 edges). Not surprisingly, a direct
combinatorial recursion like (3.4) is much more efficient. Our implementation of this
method succeeded for graphs with 30 edges. The Hepp bound thus provides a dataset
of polytopes in a large number of dimensions with exactly known volumes, which might
be useful as a benchmark for general volume computation algorithms.
We are not aware of previous work on the polar volume of matroids, but the volume
of the matroid polytope itself has been studied in the literature. For example, a combi-
natorial formula was given in [2] using the theory of generalized permutohedra [92]. For
fixed rank or corank, the volume of a matroid polytope can be computed in polynomial
time [49]. Our Corollary 3.10 is the same statement about the volume of the polar.
Recently it has become feasible to approximate volumes of polytopes in very high
dimension, using rapidly mixing random walks. At least three implementations of such
methods are readily available [38, 59, 64]. These techniques open up the fascinating
possibility to study properties of very large graphs and matroids, which might give
insights into the asymptotic behaviour of the perturbation series of quantum field theory.
Remark 6.16. Completion invariance identifies the volumes of combinatorially distinct
polytopes. The graph from [97] in Table 6 has five non-isomorphic uncompletions G =
P7,4\v and each of them has a different number of spanning trees (facets of N ◦G). Table 6
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also shows the number of divergent subgraphs (vertices of N ◦G). By Theorem 4.21, the
volumes 13! ·Vol(N ◦G∩{yi = 0}) = H(G) = 123260 of these five different polar polytopes
are all the same. The volumes of the Newton polytopes NG, however, are all distinct.
In contrast, the duality (4.7) amounts to a simple reflection: N ◦G? = −N ◦G.
6.4 Shape
We saw in Example 2.39 that uniform matroids U rn have only 2n vertices and huge
number of bases, namely
(n
r
)
. Their polars N ◦Urn are similar to the cross-polytopes
conv {±~e1, . . . ,±~en}, which also have 2n vertices, and the maximal number 2n of facets.
For p-log graphsG in 4 dimensions (n = |G| = 2`), like the φ4 graphs considered above,
we find experimentally a roughly similar behaviour. The number of spanning trees grows
exponentially with n; this follows from [85]. Therefore, N ◦G has an exponentially large
number of facets. The number |SG| of vertices of N ◦G, in contrast, appears to grow very
slowly in comparison. For the zigzag graphs from [22], for example, one can show that
|SG| is quadratic in n.
The similarity between N ◦G and the cross-polytope is particularly pertinent in regards
of the volumes. We see from (6.5) that ±~ek ∈ N ◦G for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. These correspond
to single edge subgraphs and their complements. It follows that N ◦G ∩{yn = 0} contains
the cross-polytope of dimension n− 1 = 2`− 1, which implies the lower bound
H(G) ≥ (n− 1)! ·Vol (conv {±~e1, . . . ,±~en−1}) = 2n−1. (6.14)
In fact, we get a slightly better lower bound H(U `2`) according to Remark 2.14. However,
the important point to note is that H(G) grows at least exponentially with n.
Note that N ◦G has an insphere of radius 1/
√
n: The vectors ~vT := ~eT −~eT c ∈ {−1, 1}n
solve ω(~vT /n) = 1 by (6.5) and they have norm ‖~vT ‖ =
√
n. The volume of this sphere
grows like (1/
√
n)n/Γ(1 + n/2) ∼ 1/n! for large n, up to exponential factors. With the
prefactor (n−1)! in (6.9), we see that the volume of the cross-polytope and the insphere
are of comparable magnitude.
The Hepp bound could however be much larger than (6.14). Since the vertices ±~ek
have distance 1 from the origin, the circumsphere of N ◦G has radius 1 and thus its volume
exceeds that of the insphere by a factor of (
√
n)n ∼ √n!.
It was proven in [48] that the periods of φ4 graphs grow only exponentially, and by
(1.6) this implies an exponential upper bound on H(G) as well. We conclude that the
volume of N ◦G is concentrated near the insphere.
Remark 6.17. The polytopes NG are typically not simple and far from simplicial. A facet
Fγ = NG ∩ {~y : ~eγ · ~y = ω(γ)} corresponding to a singular subgraph γ ∈ SG is bounded
by |Tγ | · |TG/γ | vertices, and a vertex ~vT belongs to all facets Fγ such that γ ∩T spans γ.
Example 6.18. The complete graph K4 has 16 singular subgraphs: 6 singletons {e},
their complements K4\e ∼= , and four triangles ∼= . The vertex ~vT of NK4 corre-
sponding to a star T ∼= lies on 9 facets: the three edges e ∈ T , the complements K4\f
of the three edges f /∈ T , and 3 of the triangles. In the case of a path T ∼= , the vertex
~vT lies on 8 facets, because it only supports 2 triangles. Conversely, the 4-dimensional
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facets Fγ have 9 vertices if γ ∼= ; in this case, Fγ ∼= N ×N is a product of simplices.
The other facets Fe ∼= N and FK4\e ∼= N have 8 vertices each.
6.5 Tree decomposition
The facets of the polar N ◦G are in bijection with the spanning trees T of the graph G,
according to (6.5). For unit indices in 4 dimensions, these facets are concretely
FT := N ◦G ∩ {~y : ~y · (~eT −~eT c) = 1} .
They induce a decomposition N ◦G =
⋃
T∈TG conv({~0} ∪ FT ) into pyramids with disjoint
interiors. The volume of such a pyramid corresponds in (6.2) to the integral over the
region where ω(~y) = ~y · (~eT −~eT c). In Schwinger parameters (1.13), this is the sector
DT :=
{
~x :
∏
e/∈T
xe >
∏
e/∈T ′
xe for all T ′ ∈ TG
}
=
⋃
σ : Tσ=T
Dσ (6.15)
where the maximum monomial ΨtrG(~x) =
∏
e/∈T xe is given by T . Each DT subsumes many
Hepp sectors Dσ as determined by Lemma 2.8. The pyramid decomposition corresponds
thus to the partition ⋃T∈TG DT of the integration domain in (1.13), such that
H(G) =
∑
T∈TG
H(T ⊂ G) where H(T ⊂ G) :=
∫
DT
Ω∏
e/∈T x2e
. (6.16)
Lemma 6.19. Given a spanning tree T ∈ TG and an edge e /∈ T , let P eT ⊆ T denote the
unique path in T that connects the endpoints of e. Then T ’s contribution to H(G) is
H(T ⊂ G) =
∫
PT
Ω∏
e/∈T max {xk : k ∈ P eT }
. (6.17)
Proof. From Kruskal’s greedy algorithm (Lemma 2.8), we see that
DT =
{
~x : xe > max {xk : k ∈ P eT } for all e /∈ T
}
.
The integrals of dxe/x2e over all e /∈ T therefore yield the claim.
Example 6.20. Consider the star T = {2, 4, 6} = ⊂ in G = K4 with the labels
of Figure 16. Each edge e /∈ T is connected in T by two edges: P 1T = {2, 6}, P 3T = {2, 4}
and P 5T = {4, 6}. The corresponding projective integral
H
(
⊂
)
=
∫
PT
Ω
max {x2, x4}max {x2, x6}max {x4, x6} = 6
is easily evaluated by setting 1 = max {x2, x4, x6} to obtain 6 times the affine integral∫
0<x2<x4<x6=1 1/x4 = 1. For the path T = {2, 4, 5} = we find P 6T = {4, 5} and note
that P 1T = T has three edges. Therefore, the projective integral is smaller and we find
H
(
⊂
)
=
∫
PT
Ω
max {x2, x4}max {x2, x4, x5}max {x4, x5} = 5.
As K4 has 4 stars and 12 paths as spanning trees, its Hepp bound is 4 · 6 + 12 · 5 = 84.
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Remark 6.21. The contribution H(T ⊂ G) depends not only on T , but also on G and
on the embedding of T into G. It is possible, however, to give an intrinsic upper bound
on H(T ⊂ G) that only depends on T . Such a bound is constructed in [48, Appendix B]
and shown to grow only exponentially with the size of the tree.
Remark 6.22. Tree contributions (6.17) to the Hepp bound are not to be confused with
constructive tree weights w(G,T ) considered in [93]. The latter sum to 1 and count the
fraction of Hepp sectors Dσ where T = Tσ gives the maximal monomial ∏e/∈T xe of ΨG.
These weights also have an integral representation [93, Theorem 2.1]
w(G,T ) =
(∏
i∈T
∫ 1
0
dxi
) ∏
e/∈T
min {xk : k ∈ P eT } ,
but in Example 6.20 this results in w(K4, ) = 1/15 and w(K4, ) = 11/180.
6.6 Period correlation
For p-log graphs with unit indices in d = 4 dimensions, the support function (6.1) is
ω(~y) = max
T∈TG
~y ·~vT where ~vT := ~eT −~eT c =
∑
k∈T
~ek −
∑
k/∈T
~ek. (6.18)
Integrating over the norm λ := ‖~y‖ in (6.2) gives ∫∞0 λN−2e−λωdλ = (N − 2)!/ωN−1, so
H(G) = (N − 2)!
∫
SN−1∩{yi=0}
Ω
ω(~y)N−1 (6.19)
is an integral over the N − 2 dimensional sphere SN−1 ∩ {yi = 0} ∼= SN−2. The period
has a very similar representation that explains the correlation.
Lemma 6.23. The period of a p-log graph G with N edges in 4 dimensions is equal to
P (G) = (N − 2)!
∫
SN−1∩{yi=0}
Ω
ω(~y)N−1 ρ(~y), (6.20)
where ρ(~y) = ρ(λ~y) for all λ > 0 takes values between 1/ |TG|2 and 1, and is defined by
ρ(~y) :=
∫ ∞
0
λN−2
(N − 2)!
{ ∑
T∈TG
exp
(
λ
2
~y ·~vT
ω(~y)
)}−2
dλ. (6.21)
Proof. Substitute xk = exp(−λyk/ω(~y)) into (2.1), this gives (6.20). For the lower bound
on ρ(~y), note that the exponents are at most λ/2, because ~y ·~vT ≤ ω(~y) by (6.18), so
ρ(~y) ≥
∫ ∞
0
λN−2
(N − 2)! {|TG| exp (λ/2)}
−2 = |TG|−2 .
Furthermore, the spanning tree T that dominates for a given value of ~y contributes a
summand with ~y ·~vT = ω(~y), which gives the upper bound ρ(~y) ≤ 1.
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By comparison with (6.19), the bounds 1/ |TG|2 ≤ ρ(~y) ≤ 1 imply the relations (1.6).
The corresponding lower bound P (G) ≥ 2N−1/ |TG|2 from (6.14) can be improved easily:
Lemma 6.24. The period of a p-log graph in d = 4 is at least P (G) ≥ 4N−1/ |TG|2.
Proof. Contraction and deletion of an edge show that ΨG = x1ΨG\1 + ΨG/1. Therefore,∫ ∞
0
dx1
Ψ2G
= 1ΨG\1ΨG/1
≥ 4(ΨG\1 + ΨG/1)2
= 4Ψ2G|x1=1
by the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. Repeating this estimate for the remaining
edges 2, . . . , N−1 and setting xN = 1 proves the claim, since ΨG|x1=···=xN=1 = |TG|.
As discussed in subsection 6.4, the exponential upper bound on periods (and hence
on the Hepp bounds) from [48] implies that the integral (6.19) is dominated by the
contributions from regions where ω(~y) is large, that is, where ~y is close to one of the
spanning tree directions ~vT .
Within a tree sector DT , the function ω(~y) = ~y ·~vT is linear. Together with the well-
known log-concavity of matroid polynomials [1, 86], it can be shown that the function
ρ(~y) is also log-concave within each tree sector. Consequently, it is minimized at the
vertices (6.11) of the polar N ◦G:
P (G)
H(G) ≥ minγ∈SG ρ(~eγ/ω(γ)).
More importantly, the log-concavity implies that ρ(~y) has a unique maximum in each
tree sector; far away from the vertices and thus closer to the centre ~vT of the correspond-
ing facet of N ◦G. As explained above, this region dominates the integral (6.19).
The arguments above give an intuition and qualitative explanation for the correlation
between H(G) and P (G). Developing these ideas further, it should be possible to give
a rigorous quantitative formulation and proof of the correlations observed in Figure 23.
7 Outlook
We explored the first properties of the Hepp bound and illustrated its rich structure,
connecting algebraic, combinatorial and geometric aspects. Many interesting questions
remain, including:
1. What is the reason behind the unexplained relations like (1.8)? Are the corre-
sponding periods identical as predicted by Conjecture 1.2?
2. Which p-log matroids maximize the Hepp bound? In line with [28, Conjecture 1],
we conjecture that the zig-zag graphs give the largest Hepp bounds among primitive
φ4 graphs. What are the maximizers in other classes of graphs and matroids?
3. What is the computational complexity of the Hepp bound? Many techniques have
been proposed to compute matroid polytope volumes, see for example [113]; can
these be applied to compute also the polar volumes more efficiently?
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4. How can one prove the strong correlation between the period and the Hepp bound?
Can it be improved to provide even better approximations for periods?
5. How can one extract other matroid invariants from H(M,~a) as in subsection 2.7?
The Hepp bound H(M) with unit indices is not defined when M has a divergent sub-
matroid γ ( M such that |γ| /`(γ) = |M | /`(M). This can be remedied as follows: Lift
the restriction to ω(M) = 0, and consider instead the dimension d as a free parameter.
Then extend the summands in (2.4) by the missing Nth denominator, and
fd(M) =
∑
σ∈SM
1
ω(Mσ1 ) · · ·ω(MσN )
∈ Q(d)
is a well-defined rational function of d, with poles of the form d = 2 |γ| /`(γ). The residue
at ω(M) = 0 would be the Hepp bound, were it not for the higher order of that pole due
to the presence of a divergence. Note that fd(M) = χ(Φ(M)) in terms of the map Φ(M)
defined in subsection 2.7. In fact, Φ(M) is a multiplicative map of Hopf algebras, and
with (2.12), also fd(M) is multiplicative. See [39, 96] for the Hopf algebra of matroids.
The standard Hopf-algebraic renormalization techniques [25, 36] can therefore be ap-
plied, and one obtains a renormalized character f+d (M) without a pole in the dimension
of choice. One also obtains a counterterm f−d (M), which is subject to renormalization
group exponentiation [37]. The Hepp bound may then be defined as the corresponding
contribution to the beta function. These analogies lead to a variant of perturbative
quantum field theory where all Feynman integrals can be computed in rational terms.
This theory will be explored in detail elsewhere.
The Hepp–period correlation may provide a new route to numerical approximations
of more general Feynman integrals with kinematic dependence.
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